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DEAREST BACH FRIENDS,
The world is changing and BACH is changing with it. The last few months have been
a rollercoaster and we are excited to finally share the news with you. Not long ago,
we began talking and dreaming about tents and things have moved quickly since then.
From today onwards, we will become BACH EQUIPMENT.
We are delighted to announce the acquisition of the product and production details from
NIGOR Tents & Furniture and with it, the quality and proven reliability that we always
look for as a brand. We have increased our team of designers and believe our experience
as packbuilders gives us an advantage when our skills are applied to making tents and
furniture. We have even discovered that it works the other way round too: spending time
working on tents and furniture is enhancing our knowledge of how to build even better
packs.... wow! We will now go to market with improved versions of former NIGOR nylon
tents and aluminium furniture under the BACH EQUIPMENT brand.
BACH EQUIPMENT tents are made to be on the move, and we will focus on three
camping categories: 3-Season, 4-Season and 5-Season tents. For 2022, we also introduce
new Trekking, Trail and Everyday packs, featuring our signature thoughtful design,
functionality and uncompromising durability.
Welcome to the first BACH EQUIPMENT catalogue.
Your BACH team.
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B AC H

H I S TO R Y

The Great BACH Packing and
Construction Company is
established on Michael Street
in Kilkenny. The first packs
made by the 7 employees were
external frame packs based
on the famous Camp Trails
backpacks from the USA.

As buyers for the Swiss Outdoor
and Travel chain Transa, Martin
and Beat travel to Kilkenny looking
for outdoor equipment made
in Europe. Overwhelmed by the
Minimal Order Quantity (“less than
one piece could be difficult”), they
bring the first 20 packs home to
sell at the Transa shop in Zürich.

The birth of the BACH OVERLAND.
A true BACH classic which was
named after the first extended
overland Trans Sahara expeditions
by the founders of Transa in the
late seventies. Even after its fifth
make-over the key features never
changed. The OVERLAND still has
the shape and usabilty of a suitcase
but the carrying comfort of a
trekking pack.

1979

1985

1991

1982

In the eighties BACH witnessed
and participated in the biggest
innovation period ever in
backpacks. From an external
frame, packs were now developed
with internal frames. BACH was
present right at the beginning
of this exciting period in history
and was the first to introduce an
internal frame system that was
truly adjustable. It was called
Orthoflex and the patent was
pending for years….
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1989

In the summer of ‘89 the Swiss
caused a little uproar in rural
Kilkenny. After a sudden and
unexpected bankruptcy, they took
over the factory, inventory and
all its workers and re-named it
TransBach Ltd. Although everybody
worked hard, the first achievement
was that turnover of the local pub
became inversely proportional to
the BACH turnover. It seemed, the
world was not yet ready for the
influences of a young ambitious
Swiss mountain guide by the name
of Martin Wiesmann.

1995

It was a rough start in the late
eighties. Finding out that speaking
English is not the same as
understanding Irish. But with the
help of clever Swiss engineering
and the Irish work ethic,
development starts to head in the
right direction. Ultimately, better
products result in better sales and
this in turn results in a brand new
building on Hebron Industrial
Estate in Kilkenny. Finally we
get more space. Bridget is now in
charge of 30 employees and all
BACH products are crafted with
pride in Ireland. The latest dream
is to buy a forklift.

Things move fast now. The
company is growing and this
results in a demand for more
products than we can produce in
Ireland. The stable economic and
political climate of Vietnam looks
appealing so we start producing
there. BACH now even has a
website, but still no forklift.

Long-lasting partnerships with
ACAPULKA lead to numerous
expeditions to the Poles and other
remarkable achievements carried
out with pulling harnesses and
covers made by BACH. For Leica
we designed and produced a Red
Dot award-winning product which
carries their measuring device.

By using the innovative Swiss
technology ‘HeiQ Eco Dry’ we
now produce fluorocarbon (PFC)free backpacks. With unique
microscopic 3D structures we
can achieve a sustainable and
durable water-repellency of our
CORDURA® fabric.

2000

2016

2020

2004

The forklift finally arrives! Tony is
a happy man and no longer needs
Swiss mountain guide biceps for
shipping boxes. In the name of love
for the mountains and his girl,
Martin moves back to Switzerland
and with him, the BACH design
studio.

2019

BACH EQUIPMENT and SCOTT
Sports agree to join forces for
the future. This will help BACH
to strengthen its global position
and further spread its mission to
make better packs available for
everybody.

2021

By continuing the legacy of
Nigor, BACH finally takes a step
further in providing high-quality
outdoor equipment with the
same enthusiasm and vision
as always: to develop durable,
technical and reliable products in
timeless design, using high-quality
materials.
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BACKPACKS

BLACK CAVIAR

PEARL GREY

RED DAHLIA

RIVERA BLUE

BLUE

YELLOW CURRY

PINE GREEN

SAND BEIGE

BLUE DAWN

TENTS

BURNT ORANGE

WILLOW
BOUGH GREEN

FURNITURE

RIVERA BLUE

RED DAHLIA ART

YELLOW CURRY ART

CHIVE GREEN
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TENTS
We make trekking tents with lightweight
siliconised nylon and aluminium poles that
meet the needs of hikers and cyclists, but
also polar explorers and mountaineers. What
all these tents have in common is that they
must be lightweight and extremely reliable,
but also liveable and user-friendly.

FURNITURE
Travelling lightweight: we have created a
range of portable seats that you can easily
bring with you on your adventures around
the world. The aluminium frame and the
Eco CORDURA® P/305*300D fabric provide
you with a strong and durable seat that
can support up to 145kg.

DAYDREAM PACKS
A BACH favourite, the DAYDREAM 50
has been updated for 2022, and we
also introduce its smaller sibling, the
DAYDREAM 40. Robust, comfortable,
and most importantly, lightweight, the
DAYDREAM packs use a lighter fabric and
lighter suspension system while retaining
the convenient packing and accessible
storage the old favourite was loved for.

DAYDREAM 50
008 | bach news 2022

DAYDREAM 40

PACK IT 16/24/32
Made from recycled Eco CORDURA® P/305*300
fabric, the PACK IT Series brings well-designed
and weatherproof functionality to your daily
commute. With a new, lightweight shoulder
strap design, the PACK IT Series makes it easy
to carry your daily essentials.

PACK IT 32

PACK IT 24

PACK IT 16

DR. TRACKMAN 25
The DR. DUFFEL family continues to grow.
Adapting the well-loved DR. DUFFEL concept
to a backpack, the DR. TRACKMAN brings the
practicality of the self-standing opening to an
easy-to-wear daily pack.

DR. DUFFEL 20
The DR. DUFFEL 20 is the latest member
of the DR. DUFFEL family. With the same
features as its larger siblings, the DR. DUFFEL
20 stands apart with a new multi-purpose
laptop compartment that’s accessible from
the outside – perfect for life on the move.
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CONCEPTS & INDIVIDUAL ADJUSTMENTS

TRAIL | TRAVEL <40L

-10° -20°

1

TREKKING | TRAVEL

40L

20° -50°

BACKPACK CONCEPTS

LOAD LIFTERS

A backpack should primarily fit on the back. It should be as easy to carry
as possible and still offer enough space for your equipment. However,
“one size fits all” doesn’t exist. That is why BACH offers different volumes,
back lengths and models with adapted components (hipbelt, shoulder
straps, packing bag).

THE LOAD LIFTERS PERFORM TWO FUNCTIONS:

A. THE APPROACH OF STEADY & HEAVY LOADS
Traditionally, hipbelts were padded very rigidly, fastened as stifﬂy as
possible to the packsack and braced like a barn door. The very firm fit of
the hipbelt is often an advantage with loads over 25kg and in rather gentle
terrain.
However, since the body wants to twist against the backpack when
walking, a fixed hipbelt leads to lateral swinging of the load in the
shoulder area and often to abrasion points on the hip bones.

B. THE DYNAMIC APPROACH
The movement of the hip and the twisting of the upper body (torsion)
should also be possible when the bag is loaded.
With every step, your upper body slightly twists against your hips. When
walking, your hips move sideways as well as forwards and backwards. BACH
constructs the back system in such a way that does not interfere with the
dynamics of your movements. With normal loads in the trekking range (1525kg) and on uneven terrain, the advantages of the dynamic approach clearly
outweigh the downsides: the load is better balanced on the back. For heavier
loads, it can be advantageous to be able to further fasten the hipbelt.
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· Stabilise of your load and prevent the pack from falling backwards
· Take some weight off your shoulders and transfer it to the hipbelt
The correct size of your backpack is determined by the angle of the load
lifters to your shoulders. On the other hand, this angle depends on the
activity you’ll be doing with your backpack. The heavier the pack, the bigger
the angle needs to be to perform the above functions. However, the bigger
the angle of the load lifters, the less headroom you get. Therefore,
we differentiate between (1) Trail | Travel and (2) Trekking | Travel.

INDIVIDUAL FITTING
BENDING THE ALUMINIUM STAY
Adjustable HDPE framesheet with aluminium 6082-TF stay:
To further improve the fit of your pack you may bend the aluminium stay.
Use pliers to take the stay out of your pack without removing the HDPE
framesheet. The stay should follow the contour of your back in a slightly
bent forward position.

TREKKING SERIES: 2 DIFFERENT SHOULDER STRAPS:
MEN: long, straight | WOMEN: shorter, more contoured

TREKKING SERIES: 4 DIFFERENT SIZES OF HIPBELTS
Men = M | Women = S

2

1

PROPERLY ADJUST YOUR BACKPACK
Put some weight into your BACH pack. Slightly loosen the upper and
lower load control straps. Put the pack on your shoulders and slowly
tighten the shoulder straps until your pack feels comfortable. If you
fasten the hipbelt now it will hug your hips nicely. To distribute more
weight to your hips, you may loosen the shoulder straps slightly. Position
the sliders of the load lifters slightly in front of your shoulder. The load
lifters stabilise your load and prevent the pack from falling backwards.
For best results, tighten the load lifters slightly. You may (on uneven
terrain) or may not (on even terrain) want to tighten the lower load
control straps for a firmer fit of the hipbelt.

3

2. INSERT HIPBELT
Insert the hipbelt behind the lumbar pad and anchor in the lowest
position. Connect the lower load control straps to the 25mm buckles.

3. CHEST STRAP
To reduce pressure points on shoulders and arms, close the chest strap.
For easy breathing you may have to slide the chest strap up or down.

1. SET SHOULDER STRAPS
By adjusting the shoulder straps (or exchanging them for another size)
you’re able to make two major modifications: varying their length and
setting the angle between the two straps around your neck.
A. M.A.D.
Pull out the yellow straps from behind the lumbar pad and loosen the
25mm buckles. Set the shoulder harness 10-20mm below the highest
possible position. If you are a small or slim person you may want to set
the shoulder straps lower down or higher up if you have a larger build.
Tighten the yellow straps and tuck them away.
Check: when correct the shoulder harness sits 10-20mm below
the highest possible position.
B. EXPEDITION
The clip-in harness can easily be adjusted at the given positions.
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WHICH BACH BACKPACK SIZE FITS YOUR BACK?
Since each person has different body proportions, most BACH backpacks come in different back lengths. Basically, the larger the
volume of the backpack (and thus the weight carried), the more you want to relieve your shoulders and carry the weight on the
hipbelt. This can only be achieved with a correspondingly steep angle of the load lifter. The following illustration will help you find
the backpack size that fits your back.

STEP 1

C7 neck bone

MEASURE YOUR TORSO LENGTH
From the middle of the hip bone (iliac crest) to the “C7” neck bone
(you feel it best when you put your chin on your chest)

hip bone

STEP 2
PREFERRED HIPBELT POSITION

Slightly above hip bone
- 3 cm

Middle of hip bone
0 cm

Slightly below hip bone
+ 3 cm

TREKKING

TRAIL

TRAVEL

STEP 3
1+2 = YOUR TORSO INDEX
Check your corresponding pack size

47

short

45-55

regular

52-62

long

59

47
45-55
52

short
regular

55
52

regular
long

long

Xlong

A FEW COMMENTS ON THIS
1. This approach is meant as a general guide for you to find the size of backpack based on your specific needs.
2. Our packs will be in your life for quite a while. It’s best to try one before you buy one to be sure it fits your back.
3. If you are unsure which back length will fit you best, opt for the larger size of the backpack (especially for large volume backpacks).
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TREKKING

80

SPECIALIST 75 XL

75

SPECIALIST 75 L

SPECIALIST 75 R
LITE MARE 65 L

70

VENTURE 60 L

65

W’S SPECIALIST 65 R
LITE MARE 65 R
W’S SPECIALIST 65 S
W’S LITE MARE 60 R
VENTURE 60 R

60

W’S LITE MARE 60 S
VENTURE 60 R

DAYDREAM 50 L
DAYDREAM 50 R

50

DAYDREAM 50 S

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

XLONG

LONG

52

54

56

58

60

62

volume (L)

REGULAR

SHORT

64

torso-index (cm)

MOLECULE 50 L
MOLECULE 50 R

TRAIL

50

DAYDREAM 40 L
DAYDREAM 40 R

45

PACKMAN 44 R
PACKMAN 44 S

40
SHIEL PLUS 35 L
PACKSTER 33 L

35

SHIEL PLUS 35 R
PACKSTER 33 R
SHIEL PLUS 35 S

QUARK 30 L

30

QUARK 30 R
ROC 28 L
ROC 28 R
SHIELD 26 R

HIGGS 15

REGULAR

SHORT

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

volume (l)

25

SHIELD 26 S

LONG

52

54

56

58

60

62

64

torso-index (cm)

T R AV E L

75
OVERLAND 70 L

70

OVERLAND 70 R

65

TRAVEL PRO 65 L
TRAVEL PRO 65 R

REGULAR

44
torso-index (cm)

46

48

50

LONG

52

54

56

58

60

62

volume (l)

60
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M AT E R I A L S
BACH MATERIALS ARE LIGHTWEIGHT YET STRONG.
WE THINK GOING THE EXTRA YARD IS ALWAYS WORTH THE PRICE.

CORDURA®
CORDURA® has made its name as the best yarn for fabrics with a high demand
for abrasion and tear resistance, which is a must-have for technical backpacks.
Most of the BACH fabrics are made by Leejo Textiles in Seoul, Korea, which was
the first CORDURA® licensed fabric manufacturer outside the USA.

1000D CORDURA® CLASSIC

N/100D MINI R/S CORDURA®

1000D CORDURA® Classic is our toughest fabric and is found on exposed
parts of the packs. The yarn is air-texturised, creating a matt and structured
appearance, and is extremely abrasion and tear-resistant. Only 30% heavier
than 420D Oxford Nylon, 1000D CORDURA® is up to 2.5 times stronger,
making it uncompromisingly durable.

We use N/100D mini R/S CORDURA® for our lightweight products. Due to the
tight and dense weave (Ripstop), the fabric is extremely tear-resistant and
robust despite its low weight.

500D CORDURA® CLASSIC
500D CORDURA® Classic is a little lighter than the 1000D and still convinces
with excellent abrasion and tear resistance. The yarn is air-texturised,
thinner and the weaving is denser, resulting in a matt and soft appearance.

POWER MESH 840D
Power Mesh 840D is a bi-elastic 300g/m² mesh produced by the Korean
company Young Poong. It is not only beautifully stretchy but also offers
impressive abrasion characteristics – which is important for its often
exposed position on stuffed pockets on the outside of our products.

4-WAY SPANDEX
N/420D CDR NH DOBBY
N/420D CDR NH Dobby is a CORDURA® Nylon fabric. The weaving technique
produces great tensile strength for its weight. It offers different technical
arguments compared to 500D CORDURA® Classic fabrics.

4-way Spandex, with a reinforcing PU lamination, is a stretchy fabric which is
used on the inside of shoulder straps and other places with body contact where
flexibility is important. The dense weaving with the PU lamination makes it
soft to the touch, while not absorbing any sweat or transferring colour

CORDURA® ECO
For BACH, durability is nothing new. It’s been a part of our brand DNA since the beginning. It’s simple – products
made with strong CORDURA® fabrics are built to last. Long-lasting products need to be replaced less often.
Reducing waste. Which is good for the environment.
CORDURA® ECO are durable fabrics made from reclaimed waste resources that have been recycled into high quality
yarns. By using CORDURA® ECO fabrics we can guarantee the fabric to be made from minimum 50% recycled yarn.
After committing to PFC-free fabrics, we are happy to go a step further to getting BACH Equipment using only
sustainable material without compromising the quality and durability of the product.

FABRICS

BLUESIGN®
Most of the BACH materials are Bluesign® certified. The Bluesign® system is the standard for a sustainable
production. It eliminates harmful substances right from the beginning of the manufacturing process and sets
and controls standards for an environmentally friendly and safe production.

PFC FREE
PFC (perfluorocarbon) is mainly used in outdoor applications when a water-repellent effect is required
(impregnation). Harmful PFCs such as PFOS (perfluorooctane sulphonic acid) and PFOA (perfluorooctanoic acid)
accumulate in the environment and organisms and have a lasting negative effect on them. Since the waterrepellent characteristics of BACH textiles are of central importance for the use of our products, we are now using
the PFC-free alternative from HeiQ Eco Dry. Not far from us in Switzerland, HeiQ is developing this technology,
which has been successfully established in a wide spectrum of textile applications in recent years. At BACH, we
therefore guarantee a long-lasting and sustainable impregnation of all textiles used.
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HEIQ ECO DRY
• Sustainable and durable water-repellency
• Fluorcarbon-free: no PFOA, no PFOS
HeiQ Eco Dry is the eco-friendly way to stay dry. The innovative Swiss technology has a 3D structure which
makes water slide right off the fabric. Fluorine-free HeiQ Eco Dry protects the fabric from rain and snow without
compromising breathability. Just as duck feathers achieve natural water-repellency this textile technology builds
an innovative 3D structure on the surface of each fibre. In this way the contact surface between the fabric and the
water is reduced, preventing wetting out, cooling and pollution.

HARD MATERIALS
STRAPS / WEBBING
BACH is using Nylon webbing. Nylon webbings are strong, abrasion and UV resistant, do not absorb any water and
are well known from seat-belts in cars. BACH does not recommend the use of Polypropylene webbing on backpacks
due to its lower resistance against UV-radiation which results in higher stiffness after few years. When buying
webbing for the BACH packs we take special care to make sure that the webbing quality is compatible with the
buckles we use. It can be quite tricky to make sure that the webbing/buckle combination holds the required load.
The webbing must not slip through the buckle but should also be easily adjustable. And not just the once, but for
many years to come!

FOAM
Foams are available in a wide variety of specs. This is one of the reasons it is important to assign a clear function
to each foam. Basically, a distinction should be made between padding functionality (close to the body) and support
functionality (further away from the body).

SHOULDER STRAPS
BACH only uses 15mm or 20mm-thick EVA foam between 22-25kg (per cubic yard) in the shoulder straps of the large
backpacks (45-100l). Over the past 40 years EVA 22-25 has proven to be a good compromise between comfort (soft),
durability and equal weight distribution (hard, tough) with a high resilience. For our smaller models we mostly use
12mm-thick EVA 20-22kg. This makes the straps subtler and better adapted to the shape of the shoulder, offering
support and protection whilst keeping the movement and weight to a minimum. Because BACH uses high-quality
EVA, the shoulder straps retain their original properties over the years.

HIPBELT
The foams in our M.A.D. and Expedition hipbelts are glued to the outer fabric, making them particularly rigid and
three-dimensional. The interior padding is multi-layered, consisting of two layers of EVA foam (closed cell) and one
layer of PU foam (open cell). In addition, the hipbelt is reinforced with an HDPE plate. The slightly lighter hipbelts of
the Shield Pro carrying system consist of one layer of PU foam for padding purposes and one layer of Atilon foam for
support.

BACK PANEL
In the back panel we mainly use PU foams (open cell) that allow good ventilation, absorb little moisture
and therefore dry quickly after rain and during perspiration.

ZIPPERS
Little parts - big difference! BACH is exclusively using high-quality YKK zippers on all packs. Where possible,
we use no. 10 zippers and don’t go smaller than no. 5. Since BACH’s beginnings, 40 years ago, we have resisted the
temptation to use smaller sizes and cheaper brands, and this has proven to be the right decision over the years.
We always use the zipper chain on the visible outside because it lasts 30% longer than the zipper chain used inside
out with the webbing on the outside. And we only use silver nickel-plated zipper sliders, as these have a longer
lifetime than their coloured counterparts (whether powder coated or using any other dyeing technology).
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B U C K L E S
BACH has consistently been using Nylon buckles for the
past 40 years even though the whole world seemed to use
EVERY PACK IS AS GOOD AS THE SUM OF ITS PARTS

the cheaper POM (Polyoxymethylene, also known as Acetal)

The field of polymers science has made huge progress in the

demanding customers enduring the cold Norwegian winters

past few years and BACH has developed a range of new side-release buckles together with YKK, that are especially designed
for the newly created T-POM (Tough Polyoxymethylene). After

buckles. The polar expeditions supported by BACH and
proved the decision to use Nylon to be the right, despite the
higher price and the colour variety being limited to black.

intense testing down to -40° C in the lab and on many tours
in harsh winter conditions, BACH and YKK can guarantee the
same strength as the previous buckles even in these cold temperatures – immensely improving the usability of the side-release buckles. Most other buckles are still made of Nylon from
the high-quality brands Duraflex and Woojin.

SAME CONSTRUCTION
for sizes 20, 25, 38 and 50mm

T-POM
(Tough Polyoxymethylene: high-performance Acetal)

ANTI-BREAK
LIGHT, REDUCED
CONSTRUCTION

CENTRE GUIDE
to prevent one-sided missoperation

ANTI-HOOK
WIDE RELEASE LEVER

asymmetric & closed design for fast and easy plug-in

for easy access, even with thick gloves

LOADS OF SPACE
4-POINT ENGAGEMENT SYSTEM
for load spreading and maximum strength

for optimal usability,
even with gloves

THICK AND STRONG CONSTRUCTION
(can easily withstand being stood on)

TESTED FROM -40°C TO +40°C

DRAIN HOLE
to rinse out dirt and ice
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D R .

D U F F E L

C O N C E P T
A duffel like no other. Large opening with self-standing
mechanism inspired by the practical doctor’s case. The unique
rectangular shape guarantees maximum packing efficiency
and optimal use of space. The DR. DUFFEL is for those who
like to keep their various belongings well organised. Built in
the reliable and robust BACH manner.

LOCKABLE ZIPPERS
The main compartment of the 70l and 110l DR.
DUFFEL can be locked with a padlock.

QUICK SIDE ACCESS
to the main compartment and inner pockets

SHOULDER STRAPS
are upholstered and
can be stored in two pockets

LARGE OPENING
with self-standing mechanism
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O M N I C OV E R
BACH redefined the rain cover: the OmniCover not only keeps the rain off and ensures
visibility in traffic, but also provides space in its pockets for dirty rainwear and the bulky
bike lock. The OmniCover series is compatible with the numerous compartments of our
respective packs designed for laptops, bottles, spare batteries, clothes and small items,
and is the perfect companion for everyday use and commuting – in any weather.

QUICK ACCESS
to all pockets,
without removing the entire cover

WATERPROOF

COMPRESSION STRAP
to attach the OmniCover and secure
your stuff in the mesh pockets

SPACIOUS MESH POCKETS
for anything you like - but conceived for wet rainwear,
locks and lights

REFLECTIVE PRINT
to improve visibility on the road
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W E AT H E R P R O O F

CO N C E P T

WE DECIDED TO CALL OUR BAD WEATHER SERIES «WEATHERPROOF» RATHER THAN «WATERPROOF» FOR TWO REASONS:
1. In order to improve everyday handling the new packs all have waterproofed main chambers combined with non-waterproofed
features and pockets (e.g. to store a wet tent separately from your dry stuff).
2. From personal experience, we’ve found that while roll-tops generally protect your stuff from the rain, ultimately they leak
when used during activities like swimming or kayaking.

PACK

TPU-LINER

WEATHERPROOF

NO COMPROMISES

OPTIMISE ABRASION RESISTANCE & WEIGHT

By allocating specific functions to an inner, sealed layer and

Our TPU Liner is fully waterproof, lightweight and, combined

an outer, protective surface we could avoid most compromises

with the proper fabrics and high-quality tapes, extremely

which normally hinder the everyday performance of

durable. Because the membrane faces the inside of the pack

waterproof gear, and were even able to add some previously

we were able to reduce seams to a minimum, to optimise the

unavailable functions and features.

radius of curved sealing tapes whilst perfectly protecting the
TPU membrane and the sealing tapes from abrasion.

· No compromises regarding the design of the backpack itself:
the taping of the TPU Liner doesn’t need to follow
the complex structure of the seams of the (outer) pack.
This strongly increases the durability of the taping as
(waterproof)-taped seams are known to be the most fragile
part of a waterproof pack.
· Less taping (which is straight) is needed, which reduces
the risk of failure.
· We used the strongest and most durable tape for our
TPU Liners in order to guarantee the long life of your
WEATHERPROOF pack.
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3 D

S M A R T

D I V I D E R

PERFECT LOAD CONTROL - OPTIMISED CARRYING COMFORT
The BACH 3D SMART DIVIDER is a clever solution that solves
the very common problem of heavy stuff wanting to sink to

ACCESS FROM TOP

the bottom of your pack. We want heavy stuff to stay close to
your back for the most comfortable carrying experience.
We cannot defy gravity but with the help of the diagonal 3D
SMART DIVIDER, heavy stuff stops sinking sooner than with
a traditional horizontal divider and stays close to your back.
Packing heavy items at the top and stowing light stuff at the
bottom ensures that you are carrying your pack in the most
ergonomic and efficient way.
You may choose to rollup your 3D SMART DIVIDER and easily
hide it to convert the pack into a one-compartment pack with

ACCESS FROM BOTTOM

a comfortable front zip for easy access to all your gear from the
top and the front of the pack.
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T R E K K I N G
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SUSPENSION SYSTEMS

E X P E D IT I O N

For most adventures the BACH EXPEDITION Suspension System, which is built on a modular
base, is the back system of choice. The EXPEDITION Backs come in up to 4 different back
lengths and can be fitted with men’s or women’s shoulder straps and up to 3 sizes of
hipbelts. Suitable for medium and heavy loads of up to 35kg.
1. Airmesh back for comfort and improved breathability with a central air channel
2. All packs come in women’s sizes and with up to 4 different back lengths
3. HDPE framesheet with two aluminium 6082-TF stays
4. Choice of 3 different custom-fit hipbelts
5. Hipbelt features a laminated multi-layer construction and is stiffened with a HDPE-insert
6. Choice of 2 differently shaped shoulder straps (men/women) which are conveniently
adjusted in 3 positions with a clip-in mechanism
7. Fully adjustable 15mm shoulder straps with stretch fabric

Foam
Aluminium 6082-TF Stay
HDPE (High Density Poly Ethylene) framesheet

E X P E D IT I O N

L I T E

The non-adjustable suspension for medium to heavy loads. The EXPEDITION LITE Back is
our most lightweight Trekking suspension system. It comes with sewn-on shoulder straps.
Suitable for medium and heavy loads of up to 25kg.
1. Airmesh back for comfort and improved breathability
2. HDPE framesheet with aluminium 6082-TF stay
3. Sewn-on, non-adjustable 15mm shoulder straps with elasticated Spandex fabric
4. All models come in women’s sizes and with up to 4 different back lengths
5. Choice of 3 different sizes of Expedition hipbelts with multi-layer foam construction, and HDPE reinforcement

Foam
Aluminium 6082-TF Stay
HDPE (High Density Poly Ethylene) framesheet

026

pearl grey

snorkel blue

SPECIALIST 75

276715

SPECIALIST 65 WOMEN’S

SIZE

REGULAR

LONG

XLONG

SIZE

SHORT

REGULAR

APPR. WEIGHT

2600g

2700g

2800g

APPR. WEIGHT

2450g

2550g

BACK LENGTH

64cm

71cm

75cm

BACK LENGTH

57cm

57cm

VOLUME

70l

75l

80l

VOLUME

65l

70l

COLOUR

276716

COLOUR

RANGE OF USE

20 - 30kg

RANGE OF USE

20 - 30kg

SUSPENSION

Expedition

SUSPENSION

Expedition

COMPOSITION

N/1000D CORDURA®, N/420D CORDURA® NH Dobby

COMPOSITION

N/1000D CORDURA®, N/420D CORDURA® NH Dobby

The SPECIALIST is the all-time BACH trekking and travel classic
and the most lightweight, big-volume trekking workhorse on the
market. Fitted with the well-ventilated, most comfortable Expedition
Suspension System and with a volume big enough for a long week in
the backcountry, the SPECIALIST has proven to be a reliable travel and
expedition companion, made from 1000D CORDURA®. The front access
can be accessed easily, even with a fixed lid.

The components of the SPECIALIST WOMEN’S are tailored to fit the
female anatomy. The pack offers you sufficient volume for long trekking
tours in summer and winter as well as your travel adventures. Fitted with
the well-ventilated, most comfortable Expedition Suspension System, the
SPECIALIST WOMEN’S has proven to be a reliable, tough-wearing travel
and expedition companion made from 1000D CORDURA® fabric.
• Slightly shorter and more contoured hipbelt

• Big-volume trekking pack with two main compartments
• Three different back lengths guarantee the perfect fit for every torso

• Narrower shoulder harness, contoured to better follow women’s shoulders,
which are more slanted

• Adjustable position of the shoulder harness for individual fitting

• Big-volume trekking pack with two main compartments

• Main compartment with a comfortable front-access opening

• Three different back lengths guarantee the perfect fit for every torso

• Side compression straps can be used to attach extra gear to the front

• Main compartment with a comfortable front-access opening

• Spacious front pocket with zipper access, made from elasticated Power Mesh

• Side compression straps can be used to attach extra gear to the front

• Tight-fitting, expandable lid with 2 pockets

• Spacious front pocket with zipper access, made from elasticated Power Mesh

• 2 elasticated, Power Mesh wand pockets

• Tight-fitting, expandable lid with 2 pockets

• Comes with raincover (+110g)

• 2 elasticated, Power Mesh wand pockets
• Comes with raincover (+110g)

black

red

trekking | 027

pearl grey

VENTURE 60

blue

276718

VENTURE 60 WOMEN’S

SIZE

REGULAR

LONG

SIZE

REGULAR

APPR. WEIGHT

2140g

2240g

APPR. WEIGHT

2140g

BACK LENGTH

60cm

67cm

BACK LENGTH

60cm

VOLUME

60l

65l

VOLUME

60l

COLOUR

276717

COLOUR

RANGE OF USE

20 - 30kg

RANGE OF USE

20 - 30kg

SUSPENSION

Expedition

SUSPENSION

Expedition

COMPOSITION

N/500D CORDURA®, N/420D CORDURA® NH Dobby

COMPOSITION

N/500D CORDURA®, N/420D CORDURA® NH Dobby

VENTURE 60 is a lightweight and comfortable multi-talent and a prime
choice for trekking and travel. A moderate volume, clever packing
options and the optimised load control with the BACH 3D SMART
DIVIDER make it ideal for anyone focusing on modern, more compact
equipment.

Perfectly fitting for women. VENTURE 60 WOMEN’S is a lightweight and
comfortable multi-talent and a prime choice for trekking and travel. A
moderate volume, clever packing options and the optimised load control
with the BACH 3D SMART DIVIDER make it ideal for anyone focusing on
modern, more compact equipment.

• Adjustable & exchangeable shoulder straps for perfect fit

• Slightly shorter and more contoured hipbelt in comparison to the VENTURE 60

• 3D SMART DIVIDER for ergonomic packing and carrying
• Unique access allows you to pack from top and front

• Narrower shoulder harness, contoured to better follow women’s shoulders,
which are more slanted

• Tight-fitting, expandable lid with 2 pockets

• 3D SMART DIVIDER for ergonomic packing and carrying

• 3 pockets made from Power Mesh

• Adjustable & exchangeable shoulder straps for perfect fit

• Raincover included (+110g)

• Unique access allows you to pack from top and front
• Tight-fitting, expandable lid with 2 pockets
• 3 pockets made from Power Mesh
• Raincover included (+110g)

blue

028 | trekking

pearl grey

pine green

LITE MARE 65

red

276722

LITE MARE 60 WOMEN’S

SIZE

REGULAR

LONG

SIZE

SHORT

REGULAR

APPR. WEIGHT

2000g

2100g

APPR. WEIGHT

1990g

2050g

BACK LENGTH

60cm

67cm

BACK LENGTH

57cm

64cm

VOLUME

65l

70l

VOLUME

60l

65l

COLOUR

276721

COLOUR

RANGE OF USE

15 - 25kg

RANGE OF USE

15 - 25kg

SUSPENSION

Expedition Lite

SUSPENSION

Expedition Lite

COMPOSITION

N/500D CORDURA®, N/420D CORDURA® NH Dobby

COMPOSITION

N/500D CORDURA®, N/420D CORDURA® NH Dobby

The LITE MARE is the most compact and lightweight pack of its class and
fits even tall guys. The EXPEDITION LITE back with fixed shoulder straps
combined with the great fit of the laminated Expedition hipbelt offers
unbeatable comfort. The front access is a convenient travel feature, the
volume is perfect for a great week in the outdoors. The LITE MARE is
also available with components designed for women: the LITE MARE 60
WOMEN’S.

The LITE MARE WOMEN’S is the most compact and lightweight pack of
its class and fits women perfectly. The EXPEDITION LITE back with fixed
shoulder straps combined with the great fit of the laminated Expedition
hipbelt offers unbeatable comfort. The front access is a convenient travel
feature, the volume is perfect for a great week in the outdoors. The LITE
MARE WOMEN’S comes with everything one needs. And only that.
• Slightly shorter and more contoured hipbelt

• Main compartment features a comfortable front-access opening
• Flat profile and tight-fitting back system

• Narrower shoulder harness, contoured to better follow women’s shoulders,
which are more slanted

• Easy-access, wide-opening bottom compartment with YKK no. 10 zipper

• Main compartment features a comfortable front-access opening

• Tight-fitting, expandable lid with 2 pockets

• Flat profile and tight-fitting back system

• 2 elasticated, Power Mesh wand pockets

• Wide-opening bottom compartment with YKK no. 10 zipper

• 2 discreet reflector strips make you more visible in the dark

• Tight-fitting, expandable lid with 2 pockets

• Integrated rain cover (+110g)

• 2 elasticated, Power Mesh wand pockets
• 2 discreet reflector strips make you more visible in the dark
• Integrated rain cover (+110g)

black

blue

black

trekking | 029

black

D AY D R E A M 5 0

289929

SIZE

SHORT

REGULAR

LONG

APPR. WEIGHT

1490g

1590g

1670g

BACK LENGTH

54cm

60cm

67cm

VOLUME

50l

53l

56l

COLOUR
RANGE OF USE

10 - 20kg

SUSPENSION

Shield Pro

COMPOSITION

N/100D CORDURA® Mini Rip, N/500D CORDURA®

With the DAYDREAM 50 you will be well equipped for travelling and
multi-day hikes. The large front opening and the fully opening bottom
compartment offer a clear overview and make organisation a breeze. The
clever 2-in-1 laptop/hydration bladder compartment makes the bag even
more versatile.
• Three separate openings for main compartment keep contents organised
• Lightweight yet comfortable to carry
• Front opening
• Padded laptop/hydration bladder compartment
• Open mesh side pocket
• Zippered mesh side pocket
• Bottom compartment
• Hiking pole or ice axe attachment
• Compatible with BACH HELMET HOLDER
• Spacious, removable hood with two pockets
• Removable hipbelt (lightweight version also available)
• Available in three backpanel sizes
• Made from durable 100D mini R/S and 500D CORDURA® fabric

red dahlia
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pine green
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SUSPENSION SYSTEMS

S H I E L D
Designed for loads of up to 15kg. Airy and comfy: ventilated carrying system for every trail
project and mountaineering. While providing maximum ventilation the BACH SHIELD sits
close to your back and offers the perfect balance of lightness and comfort. Comes with a wellpadded hipbelt and 15mm shoulder straps.
1. Back construction with maximum ventilation
2. Conical, fixed hipbelt
3. 12mm shoulder straps
4. 3D smart divider for optimum load distribution and packing

Foam
Aluminium 6082-TF Stay
HDPE (High Density Poly Ethylene) framesheet

S H I E L D

L I T E
Designed for loads of up to 10kg. Airy and comfy: ventilated carrying system for all hiking and
travel exploits. While providing maximum ventilation the SHIELD LITE sits close to your back
and offers the perfect balance of lightness and comfort. Comes with a removable hipbelt.
1. Back construction with maximum ventilation
2. Conical, removable 15mm hipbelt made from 2-layer EVA foam
3. 12mm shoulder straps
4. 3D smart divider for optimum load distribution and packing

Foam
Aluminium 6082-TF Stay
HDPE (High Density Poly Ethylene) framesheet

S H I E L D

P R O
Designed for loads of up to 18kg. Airy and light: ventilated carrying system for all hiking and
travel exploits. While providing maximum ventilation the SHIELD PRO sits close to your back
and offers the perfect balance: flexibility when you want it, rigidity when you need it.
1. HDPE framesheet with 6082-TF stay
2. Conical, removable hipbelt made from 2-layer EVA foam
3. 12mm shoulder straps with elasticated Spandex fabric
4. Comfy 3D mesh back for maximum ventilation and padded hipbelt
5. Hipbelt pocket for keeping small things within reach along the way

Foam
Aluminium 6082-TF Stay
HDPE (High Density Poly Ethylene) framesheet
034

AT L A S
The new standard for lightweight hiking with ease. The BACH ATLAS Suspension System
allows an average person to carry between 4-14kg. We left nothing but the comfort on this
carrying system.
1. PE plate with surrounding spring-type steel wire ensures flexibility without sacrificing stability
2. Open-cell PU foam ensures high carrying comfort, good load transfer and maximum back ventilation
3. Fixed conical hipbelt
4. 10mm shoulder straps
5. Foam cut-outs for less weight and partially softer foam

Foam (including cut-outs for less weight and softer foam)
Aluminium 6082-TF Stay
HDPE (High Density Poly Ethylene) framesheet

AT L A S

L I T E
Made to go faster. The ATLAS LITE Suspension System is so light, you almost have
to keep it from flying. We suggest carrying loads of up to 8kg.
1. PE plate with surrounding spring-type steel wire ensures flexibility without sacrificing stability
2. Open-cell PU foam ensures high carrying comfort, good load transfer and maximum back ventilation
3. Removable 20mm hipbelt
4. 10mm shoulder straps
5. Foam cut-outs for less weight and partially softer foam

Foam
Aluminium 6082-TF Stay
HDPE (High Density Poly Ethylene) framesheet

AT L A S P R O
Named after Atlas the Titan, who was responsible for bearing the heavens on his shoulders.
The ATLAS PRO Suspension System will make carrying the load feel like carrying nothing but
air. Designed to be the best possible investment in comfort. An average person will be able
to carry loads between 8–18kg with great comfort, despite the ridiculously low weight of the
carrying system.
1. PE plate with surrounding spring-type steel wire ensures flexibility without sacrificing stability
2. Open-cell PU foam ensures high carrying comfort, good load transfer and maximum back ventilation
3. Foam cut-outs for less weight and softer foam
4. Hipbelt pocket for keeping small things within reach along the way

Foam
Aluminium 6082-TF Stay
HDPE (High Density Poly Ethylene) framesheet
035

sand beige/red dahlia

D AY D R E A M 4 0

rivera blue

289930

MOLECULE 50

281350

SIZE

REGULAR

LONG

SIZE

REGULAR

LONG

APPR. WEIGHT

1390g

1480g

APPR. WEIGHT

1050g

1310g

BACK LENGTH

55cm

64cm

BACK LENGTH

55cm

64cm

VOLUME

36l

40l

VOLUME

48l

53l

COLOUR

COLOUR

RANGE OF USE

8 - 18kg

RANGE OF USE

8 - 18kg

SUSPENSION

Shield Pro

SUSPENSION

Atlas Pro

COMPOSITION

N/100D CORDURA® Mini Rip, N/500D CORDURA®

DIMENSION

64x32x26cm

COMPOSITION

N/100 CORDURA® Mini Rip

The DAYDREAM 40 is the perfect lightweight travel and trekking
companion that offers plenty of storage options. The multiple mesh
pockets, attachment points, a 2-in-1 laptop or H2O bladder compartment
and bottom access make it exceptionally versatile.

72x32x26cm

As a lightweight yet robust trekking backpack, the MOLECULE 50
impresses with its versatile attachment options for equipment and the
sophisticated back system. Modular construction allows those who want
to move even more lightly to achieve a minimum weight below 800g.

• Lightweight yet comfortable to carry
• Padded laptop/hydration bladder compartment

• Lightweight (1050g) trekking backpack with sophisticated back system

• Open mesh side pocket

• Main fabric N/100D CDR MN RIP & reinforcements N/500D CDR

• Mesh front pocket

• Height-adjustable, removable lid

• Zippered mesh side pocket

• Roll-top closure with zip for 15l extra volume

• Bottom compartment

• 2 mesh side pockets

• Hiking pole or ice axe attachment
• BACH HELMET HOLDER compatible

• 4 reflective cords for versatile attachment of additional equipment
on the front and side

• Spacious hood with three pockets

• Reflectors for increased visibility

• Removable hipbelt (lightweight version also available)

• Optional: HELMET HOLDER

• Available in three backpanel sizes

• Modular concept: main bag+lid+hipbelt pocket+back panel+cords (3x)
= 800g+110g+25g+150g+15g

• Made from 100D mini R/S and 500D CORDURA® fabric

rivera blue/blue dawn

036 | trail

black

yellow curry

black

black

yellow curry

QUARK 30

281351

HIGGS 15

281352

SIZE

REGULAR

LONG

SIZE

ONE SIZE

APPR. WEIGHT

870g

920g

APPR. WEIGHT

620g

BACK LENGTH

53cm

60cm

BACK LENGTH

47cm

VOLUME

28l

32l

VOLUME

15l

COLOUR

COLOUR

RANGE OF USE

4 - 14kg

RANGE OF USE

< 8kg

SUSPENSION

Atlas

SUSPENSION

Atlas Lite

DIMENSION

62x26x21cm

DIMENSION

49x24x20cm

COMPOSITION

N/100 CORDURA® Mini Rip

COMPOSITION

N/100 CORDURA® Mini Rip

69x26x21cm

The QUARK 30 is the perfect lightweight hiking and climbing backpack.
Its versatile attachment options for equipment and the sophisticated
back system make it the ideal companion for longer tours.

Lightweight daypack in typical BACH style: comfortable back system, no
frills and very robust. Thanks to the attachment cords and clever ways
of mounting additional equipment, the HIGGS 15 is extremely versatile.
Perfect for light day hiking or rock climbing.

• Lightweight (870g) rock climbing/hiking backpack with sophisticated
suspension system

• Lightweight (620g) trail/hiking backpack with sophisticated suspension system

• Height-adjustable, removable lid

• Roll-top closure with zip for 10l extra volume

• Roll-top closure with zip for 10l extra volume

• 2 mesh side pockets

• 2 mesh side pockets

• 4 reflective cords for versatile attachment of additional equipment
on the front and side (snowshoes, climbing rope, jacket, etc.)

• 4 reflective cords for versatile attachment of additional equipment
on the front and side (snowshoes, climbing rope, crampons, etc.)

• Various mounting options for poles, ice axe and helmet holder

• Various mounting options for poles, ice axe and helmet holder

• Reflectors for increased visibility

• Reflectors for increased visibility

• Main fabric N/100D CDR MN RIP & reinforcements N/500D CDR

• Main fabric N/100D CDR MN RIP & reinforcements N/500D CDR

• Optional: HELMET HOLDER

• Optional: HELMET HOLDER

• Modular concept: main bag+back panel+waist strap+cords (4x)
= 485g+80g+35g+20g

• Modular concept: main bag+lid+back panel+cords (3x) = 670g+85g+120g+15g

yellow curry

rivera blue

black

rivera blue

trail | 037

alpine green

PA C K M A N 4 4

red

276728

PA C K S T E R 3 3

276727

SIZE

SHORT

REGULAR

SIZE

REGULAR

LONG

APPR. WEIGHT

1800g

1900g

APPR. WEIGHT

1450g

1550g

BACK LENGTH

55cm

62cm

BACK LENGTH

55cm

62cm

VOLUME

42l

45l

VOLUME

32l

35l

COLOUR

COLOUR

RANGE OF USE

10 - 20kg

SUSPENSION

Shield

SUSPENSION

Shield Pro

COMPOSITION

N/500D CORDURA®, N/420D CORDURA® NH Dobby

COMPOSITION

N/500D CORDURA®, N/420D CORDURA® NH Dobby

This WEATHERPROOF, clean trail and alpine pack perfectly fills the
gap between a climbing and a trekking pack. The PACKMAN is capable
of handling pretty heavy loads and can be used as a multi-function
roll-top bag. Highly versatile due to its modular concept of removable
components.

This WEATHERPROOF trail pack of moderate volume is ideally suited to
one-day hikes or multi-day exploits, even when the sun isn’t shining.
With a close-to-the-body fit, you can take off the hood and use the
PACKSTER as a multi-function roll-top pack. Highly versatile due to its
modular concept of removable components.
• Always dry: the TPU Liner copes with all kinds of foul weather

• Always dry: the TPU Liner copes with all kinds of foul weather

• Ventilated Shield Back with 12mm shoulder straps

• Ventilated Shield Pro Back with 15mm shoulder straps

• 3 spacious pockets made from elasticated Power Mesh

• Spacious front pocket made from elasticated Power Mesh

• Small reflectors provide additional safety at night

• Small reflectors provide additional safety at night

• Minimalist attachment points for trekking poles,
helmet attachment or ice axe

• Attachment points for trekking poles, helmet attachment or ice axes
• Hood is height adjustable and easily removed when not needed

• Hood is height adjustable and easily removed when not needed

• Modular concept: main bag 42l+frame sheet+hipbelt+hood
= 1060g+170g+370g+200g

• Optional accessories: HELMET HOLDER

• Modular concept: main bag 32l+frame sheet+hood = 1100g+170g+180g

• Optional accessories: HELMET HOLDER

black

038 | trail

snorkel blue

black

blue

SHIELD PLUS 35

276730

SHIELD 26

276729

SIZE

SHORT

REGULAR

LONG

SIZE

SHORT

REGULAR

APPR. WEIGHT

1450g

1520g

1590g

APPR. WEIGHT

1240g

1310g

BACK LENGTH

47cm

53cm

60cm

BACK LENGTH

47cm

53cm

VOLUME

32l

35l

38l

VOLUME

25l

28l

COLOUR

COLOUR

RANGE OF USE

6 - 16kg

RANGE OF USE

6 - 16kg

SUSPENSION

Shield

SUSPENSION

Shield

COMPOSITION

N/500D CORDURA®, N/420D CORDURA® NH Dobby

COMPOSITION

N/500D CORDURA®, N/420D CORDURA® NH Dobby

The SHIELD PLUS Family spans the awkward transition between a dayand-a-half walk and a week-long trip from hut to hut. Clever packing
options and a comfy, well-ventilated carrying system in three different
back lengths make the SHIELD PLUS a must for the long-distance walker
and easy traveller.

The SHIELD 26, with its moderate volume, is perfect for everyday use
as well as for a long day in the woods. It impresses with clever features
(such as the BACH 3D SMART DIVIDER for optimised carrying comfort)
and a well-ventilated, comfy mesh back. The padded front pocket can
be used for folding hiking poles or anything you need to have to hand.

• BACH 3D SMART DIVIDER for ergonomic packing and carrying

• BACH 3D SMART DIVIDER for ergonomic packing and carrying

• Unique access allows you to pack from top and front

• Unique access allows you to pack from top and front zippered top pocket

• Spacious lid with two pockets

• Comfy mesh back for optimum ventilation

• Comfy mesh back for optimum ventilation

• Padded front pocket

• Padded front pocket

• Zipped side pocket with 3D volume towards the inside

• Zipped wand pocket with 3D volume towards the inside

• Minimalist reflectors for increased visibility

• Minimalist reflectors for increased visibility

• Multi-purpose attachment points for walking poles etc.

• SHIELD PLUS 32 / 35 corresponds to hand luggage dimensions

• Raincover included (+80g)

• Multi-purpose attachment points for walking poles etc.
• Raincover included (+80g)

blue

red

pearl grey

alpine green

trail | 039

yellow curry

ROC 28

black

276725

ROC 22

276724

SIZE

REGULAR

LONG

SIZE

ONE SIZE

APPR. WEIGHT

980g

1050g

APPR. WEIGHT

740g

BACK LENGTH

53cm

60cm

BACK LENGTH

47cm

VOLUME

28l

30l

VOLUME

22l

COLOUR

COLOUR

RANGE OF USE

6 - 16kg

RANGE OF USE

< 10kg

SUSPENSION

Shield

SUSPENSION

Softpack

COMPOSITION

N/1000D CORDURA®

COMPOSITION

N/1000D CORDURA®

ROC 28 is the big sibling of the ROC 22 and therefore a light, compact
daypack. Its size and simple construction make it a versatile choice for
hiking and snowshoeing.

ROC 22 is a light, compact daypack for your everyday needs. Its size and
clean structure make it a versatile choice for hiking, rock climbing and
commuting.

• Reinforced back for optimal weight transmission

• Tightly fitting lid with hook fastening and 2 pockets

• Removable Shield waist belt or 25mm tape waist belt (both included)

• Large front pocket and side pocket made of Power Mesh

• Side compressions can be closed over the front, e.g. to attach snowshoes

• Cushioned back

• Perfectly fitting lid with quick-release aluminium hook, 2 pockets and key clip

• Comfy 12mm shoulder straps & chest strap

• Large front pocket and side pocket made of Power Mesh

• Removable 25mm webbing hipbelt

• Comfortable 12mm shoulder straps with chest strap

• Attachment points for hiking poles, ice axe and helmet holder

• Attachment points for stowing hiking poles or ice axe

• Made entirely from 1000D CORDURA®

• Compatible with optional helmet holder
• Durable 1000D CORDURA® fabric

red
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blue dawn

red
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SUSPENSION SYSTEMS

E X P E D I T I O N

T R AV E L

Designed for medium to heavy loads.
The EXPEDITION TRAVEL suspension system concentrates on withstanding
the stress and difficulties of travel without losing its carry-with-comfort capabilities.
1. 3D-mesh back for comfort
2. Full-sized, open-cell, PU foam for good carrying comfort
3. HDPE framesheet with aluminium 6082-TF stay
4. Sewn-on 15mm shoulder straps with 4-way Spandex fabric
5. Choice of 2 different sizes of Shield Pro hipbelts with multi-layer foam construction.
The hipbelt attachment sleeve also fits Expedition hipbelts

Foam
Aluminium 6082-TF Stay
HDPE (High Density Poly Ethylene) framesheet

S H I E L D

Designed for loads of up to 15kg. Airy and comfy: ventilated carrying system for every trail
project and mountaineering. While providing maximum ventilation the BACH SHIELD sits
close to your back and offers the perfect balance of lightness and comfort. Comes with a
well-padded hipbelt and 15mm shoulder straps.
1. Back construction with maximum ventilation
2. Conical, fixed hipbelt (SHIELD)
3. 12mm shoulder straps
4. 3D smart divider for optimum load distribution and packing

Foam
Aluminium 6082-TF Stay
HDPE (High Density Poly Ethylene) framesheet

044

pearl grey

OVERLAND 70

276731

SIZE

REGULAR

LONG

APPR. WEIGHT

2600g

2750g

BACK LENGTH

64cm

71cm

VOLUME

65l

75l

COLOUR
RANGE OF USE

20 - 30kg

SUSPENSION

Expedition Travel

DIMENSIONS

74x35x26cm

COMPOSITION

N/1000D CORDURA®

Top-of-the-range suitcase backpack for over 30 years, featuring a
sophisticated carrying system, since walking to the nearest hostel or train
station always takes a little longer than expected. Boasts a new look with a
revised Expedition Travel carrying system and a newly developed daypack.
• Huge main compartment can be opened and packed either with bottom
compartment divider or as a wide opening, single-compartment pack
• Expedition Lite back system may be concealed
• Zip-off daypack (15l) - volume not included in the total
• Shoulder straps with D-rings allow you to clip and carry the daypack
from the front
• Two large front pockets and a hidden pocket in the back part
• Clothes fastening & internal compression, incl. mesh pocket

045

blue

black

T R AV E L P R O 6 5

276733

T R AV E L P R O 4 5

SIZE

REGULAR

LONG

SIZE

ONE SIZE

APPR. WEIGHT

1850g

1975g

APPR. WEIGHT

1700g

BACK LENGTH

60cm

67cm

BACK LENGTH

53cm

VOLUME

60l

70l

VOLUME

45l

COLOUR

COLOUR

RANGE OF USE

10 - 20kg

RANGE OF USE

10 - 20kg

SUSPENSION

Shield

SUSPENSION

Shield

DIMENSIONS

63x35x26cm

DIMENSIONS

55x35x26cm

COMPOSITION

N/1000D CORDURA®

COMPOSITION

N/1000D CORDURA®

70x35x26cm

With its robust and lightweight construction, the TRAVEL PRO perfectly
meets the needs of travellers: simple packing with a convenient carrying
system.
• Slim profile and clean design
• Huge main compartment can be opened and packed either with bottom
compartment divider or as a wide opening, one-compartment pack
• Two large front pockets and a hidden pocket in the back part
• Clothes fastening, internal compression
• Inside mesh pocket and outside mesh pocket
• D-rings for a shoulder strap (strap available separately)
• Back system may be concealed

black

046 | travel

276732

Carry-on luggage for weekend adventures or a bag for everyday use.
The smallest in the TRAVEL PRO line has maximum carry-on dimensions
and yet all the travel features of the larger TRAVEL PRO 65. Equipped
with a very comfortable carrying system and a divider that allows you
to conveniently organise your luggage at any time.
• Huge main compartment can be opened and packed either with bottom
compartment divider or as a wide opening, one-compartment pack
• Two large front pockets and a hidden pocket in the back part
• Clothes fastening & internal compression, incl. mesh pocket
• Perfect cabin-luggage size: 50cm x 35cm x 23cm
• D-rings for a shoulder strap (strap available separately)

pearl grey

T R AV E L S TA R 4 0

red

276735

T R AV E L S TA R 2 8

SIZE

ONE SIZE

SIZE

ONE SIZE

APPR. WEIGHT

1285g

APPR. WEIGHT

740g

BACK LENGTH

47cm

BACK LENGTH

45cm

VOLUME

40l

VOLUME

28l

COLOUR

COLOUR

RANGE OF USE

4 - 14kg

RANGE OF USE

< 10kg

SUSPENSION

Softpack

SUSPENSION

Softpack

DIMENSIONS

53x33x24cm

DIMENSIONS

49x30x18cm

COMPOSITION

N/500D CORDURA®

COMPOSITION

N/500D CORDURA®

The TRAVELSTAR 40 is a versatile companion for a long, relaxing
weekend or a business trip overseas. With maximum carry-on size, the
TRAVELSTAR 40 is a compact piece of luggage that’s easy to pack and carry.
• Large external zip pocket and Power Mesh pocket for bottle
• Side pocket with several inside pockets
• Top pocket with key clip, for small items
• Quick-fit tunnel to fit the TRAVELSTAR to your roll gear while in transit
• Divider & shoe pocket on the inside
• Reflective details for safety in the dark
• Inside: vertically zipped divider and compartment for shoes and small items
• Stow-away shoulder straps and detachable hipbelt
• Measurements are seam-to-seam measurements with the pack not stuffed
to the max

black

276734

The TRAVELSTAR 28 is the smaller sibling of the TRAVELSTAR 40 and the
perfect companion for a weekend with friends or a business trip. It’s also
the perfect choice for increasingly more restrictive cabin-size luggage.
Rugged and packed with features, it will prepare you for any challenge
you’ll face in the urban jungle.
• Large external zip pocket and Power Mesh pocket for bottle
• Sturdy YKK no.10 zippers
• Inside pocket for small items
• Large partition along the inside, e.g. to separate clothing from books and files
• Padded laptop (15”) compartment accessible from the outside
• Reflective details for safety in the dark
• Detachable 25mm webbing hipbelt
• Measurements are seam-to-seam measurements with the pack not stuffed
to the max

black

pearl grey
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DR. DUFFEL 70|110

281355 | 281356

SIZE

70l

110l

APPR. WEIGHT

1690g

2040g

VOLUME

70l

110l

COLOUR
SUSPENSION

Softpack

DIMENSIONS

60x45x26cm

COMPOSITION

N/1000D CORDURA®

68x50x33cm

A duffel like no other. Large opening with self-standing mechanism inspired by the practical
doctor’s case. The DR. DUFFEL is for those who like to keep their various necessities well
organised. Built in the reliable and robust BACH manner.
• Self-standing opening
• Large doctor’s bag-style opening for easy access and overview of contents
• Stowable shoulder straps
• Side compartment with key clip
• Quick side access into the main compartment
• Three internal pockets
• Padlock-compatible zippers
• Side carrying handles
• Made from 1000D CORDURA® fabric

black

048 | travel

yellow curry

blue dawn

red

DR. DUFFEL 20
SIZE

ONE SIZE

APPR. WEIGHT

1100g

VOLUME

20l

289931

COLOUR
SUSPENSION

Softpack

DIMENSIONS

42x25x20cm

COMPOSITION

N/1000D CORDURA®

A duffel like no other. Large opening with self-standing mechanism is inspired by the practical
doctor’s case. The DR. DUFFEL 20 includes a padded laptop compartment and various options
to keep well organised. Built in the reliable and robust BACH manner.
• Self-standing opening
• Large doctor’s bag-style opening for easy access and overview of contents
• Stowable shoulder straps
sand beige

• Side compartment with key clip
• Quick side access into the main compartment
• Three internal pockets
• Padlock-compatible zippers
• Side carrying handles
• Made from 1000D CORDURA® fabric
• Padded 14’’ laptop compartment

red

black

pine green

DR. DUFFEL 30|40

yellow curry

281353 | 281354

SIZE

30l

40l

APPR. WEIGHT

1180g

1310g

VOLUME

30l

40l

COLOUR
SUSPENSION

Softpack

DIMENSIONS

50x30x20cm

COMPOSITION

N/1000D CORDURA®

54x34x22cm

A duffel like no other. Large opening with self-standing mechanism inspired by the practical
doctor’s case. The DR. DUFFEL is for those who like to keep their various necessities well organised.
Built in the reliable and robust BACH manner.

yellow curry

• Self-standing opening
• Large doctor’s bag-style opening for easy access and overview of contents
• Stowable shoulder straps
• Side compartment with key clip
• Quick side access into the main compartment
• Three internal pockets
• Padlock-compatible zippers
• Side carrying handles
• Made from 1000D CORDURA® fabric

red

black

sand beige

pine green

travel | 049

DR. MINI

281360

SIZE

M

APPR. WEIGHT

240g

VOLUME

2.4l

• Key clip
• Mesh pockets inside
• Buckle to hang it anywhere

COLOUR
DIMENSIONS

22x12x10cm

COMPOSITION

N/500D CORDURA®

A compact storage bag for small items, electronics and tools that are essential to you. The DR. MINI
is also equipped with the same compartments and details as its bigger sibling, the DR. DUFFEL.
Made from 1000D CORDURA® and YKK-10 zippers, it is almost impossible to break it.
alpine green

red

black

yellow curry

rivera blue

MIMIMI

281358

SIZE

M

APPR. WEIGHT

170g

VOLUME

2.4l

COLOUR
DIMENSIONS

22x12x10cm

COMPOSITION

N/260T Baby Rip

• Key clip
• Mesh pockets inside
• Buckle to hang it anywhere

The small and light toilet bag of the DR. DUFFEL family. In the MIMIMI, all your hygiene products
will find a home.
black

TEAM DUFFEL LIGHT
SIZE

ONE SIZE

APPR. WEIGHT

390g

VOLUME

30l

COLOUR
SUSPENSION

Softpack

DIMENSIONS

51x31x19cm

COMPOSITION

N/100 CORDURA® Mini Rip,
N/500D CORDURA®

281359
• Main fabric N/100D CDR MN RIP, bottom and
reinforcements N/500D CDR
• Easily packable into its own inside pocket
(8cmx28cmx15cm)
• Large access to main compartment
• 2 side pockets
• Padded handles

The TEAM DUFFEL LIGHT is a small, lightweight, packable 30-litre travel or sports bag. Thanks to
its clever 2-in-1 construction, it can also be used as backpack. Perfect to use for travels (carry-on
dimensions) and as a secondary (back-)pack for sightseeing or shopping.

yellow curry

050 | travel

black

rivera blue

ITSY BITSY 25
SIZE

ONE SIZE

APPR. WEIGHT

240g

VOLUME

25l

275952

COLOUR
SUSPENSION

Softpack

COMPOSITION

N/260T Baby Rip

The ITSY BITSY is a must for every traveller. Spacious, strong and lightweight, the ITSY BITSY is a
surprisingly comfortable daypack. If not in use it can be stuffed into its storage pocket and will fit
into the smallest corner of your luggage.

black

G E TAW AY 2 5
SIZE

ONE SIZE

APPR. WEIGHT

1070g

BACK LENGTH

45cm

VOLUME

25l

275972

COLOUR
RANGE OF USE

< 10kg

SUSPENSION

Softpack

DIMENSIONS

47x30x18cm

COMPOSITION

N/1000D CORDURA®

A great little pack for school, university and the office. The handy GETAWAY is big enough to
hold two lever arch files. Other practical details include an A4 front pocket, tuck-away shoulder
straps, a versatile top and side access. An optional carrying strap may be attached.

black

G E TAW AY 2 0
SIZE

ONE SIZE

APPR. WEIGHT

920g

BACK LENGTH

42cm

VOLUME

20l

276015

COLOUR
RANGE OF USE

< 10kg

SUSPENSION

Softpack

DIMENSIONS

44x33x19cm

COMPOSITION

N/1000D CORDURA®

A great little pack for school, university and the office. The handy GETAWAY is big enough to
hold two lever arch files. Other practical details include an A4 front pocket, tuck-away shoulder
straps, a versatile top and side access. An optional carrying strap may be attached.

pearl grey

black

travel | 051

WAIST POUCH
SIZE

ONE SIZE

APPR. WEIGHT

120g

VOLUME

0.5l

275991

COLOUR
COMPOSITION

N/500D CORDURA®

Clean-looking, stylish waist bag with two compartments that easily fit your belongings for the
day. Can be used as a travel belly bag or a trendy shoulder bag.

alpine green

blue

red

pearl grey

yellow curry

THE POCKET

black

276737

SIZE

M

L

APPR. WEIGHT

50g

60g

VOLUME

0.1l

0.15l

DIMENSIONS

10.5x17cm

10.5x20cm

COMPOSITION

N/4-way Spandex

COLOUR

Robust, clean and chic. THE POCKET is a true hero for any small items that need carrying. Use as
a travel belly bag to safely store valuables, for a smartphone while jogging or casually carry it over
your shoulder as a fashion accessory.
• 4-way Spandex material
• Size-adjustable belt
black

• Long-lasting YKK no.5 zipper

ACCESSORY BAG BRS
SIZE

M

APPR. WEIGHT

185g

VOLUME

2l

275992

COLOUR
DIMENSIONS

21x14x7cm

COMPOSITION

N/260T Baby Rip

Organise yourself. The multi-purpose ACCESSORY BAG can be used as a fold-up travel hygiene
bag, organiser, storage pouch for your electronic charging equipment, first aid kit, or as a handbag
during your travels. A nylon cord allows optional carrying over the shoulder and comes in handy
when you want to hang up your travel hygiene bag, e.g. in a shower.
• Can be fully folded open thanks to long zip

• Fully lined with 220D nylon

• Spacious net pocket

• Grab handle makes hanging up on a wall hook
or tree easy

• 2 smaller mesh pockets

052 | travel

black

ACCESSORY 500D BAG
SIZE

L

APPR. WEIGHT

200g

275994

COLOUR
VOLUME

3l

COMPOSITION

N/500D CORDURA®

Organise yourself. The multi-purpose ACCESSORY BAG can be used as a fold-up travel hygiene
bag, organiser, storage pouch for your electronic charging equipment, first aid kit, or as a handbag
during your travels. A nylon cord allows optional carrying over the shoulder and comes in handy
when you want to hang up your travel hygiene bag, e.g. in a shower.
• Can be fully folded open thanks to long zip

• Fully lined with 500D CORDURA® fabric

• Spacious net pocket

• Grab handle makes hanging up on a wall hook
or tree easy

• 2 smaller mesh pockets

blue

red

alpine green

black

ACCESSORY DBY BAG
SIZE

M

APPR. WEIGHT

200g

yellow curry

276736

COLOUR
VOLUME

2l

DIMENSIONS

21x14x7cm

COMPOSITION

N/420D CDR NH Dobby

Organise yourself. The multi-purpose ACCESSORY BAG can be used as a fold-up travel hygiene
bag, organiser, storage pouch for your electronic charging equipment, first aid kit, or as a handbag
during your travels. A nylon cord allows optional carrying over the shoulder and comes in handy
when you want to hang up your travel hygiene bag, e.g. in a shower.
• Can be fully folded open thanks to long zip

• Fully lined with 220D nylon

• Spacious net pocket

• Grab handle makes hanging up on a wall hook
or tree easy

• 2 smaller mesh pockets

red

pearl grey

blue

yellow curry
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sand beige

DR. TRACKMAN 25
SIZE

ONE SIZE

APPR. WEIGHT

990g

BACK LENGTH

40cm

VOLUME

25l

289932

COLOUR
RANGE OF USE

4 - 14kg

SUSPENSION

Softpack

DIMENSIONS

45x26x20cm

COMPOSITION

N/1000D CORDURA®

Versatile daypack with self-standing large opening inspired by the
practical doctor’s case. The padded laptop compartment and the various
inner and outer pockets of the DR. TRACKMAN offer plenty of options to
stay well organised. Built with 1000D CORDURA® and in the reliable and
robust BACH manner.
• Self-standing mechanism for easy use next to your desk
• Doctor’s bag-style opening for convenient access to contents
• Side access to internal padded laptop compartment with lockable zippers
• Three internal pockets keep your everyday items organised
• Large 270° front mesh pocket with padded internal pocket for valuables
and zippered side pockets
• Padded back panel and 10mm shoulder straps
• Adjustable chest strap
• Detachable hip strap
• Made from 1000D CORDURA®
• 3 handles in different colours included

red dahlia

056

black

PA C K I T 1 6 | 2 4 | 3 2

289933 | 289934 | 289935

SIZE

S

M

L

APPR. WEIGHT

450g

500g

530g

BACK LENGTH

45cm

45cm

45cm

VOLUME

16l

24l

32l

COLOUR
RANGE OF USE

< 8kg

SUSPENSIONS

Softpack

COMPOSITION

P/305*300D Eco CORDURA®

The PACK IT is a lightweight and weatherproof roll-top daypack for everyday use. Made from
recycled CORDURA® ECO polyester fabric, it is an eye-catching pack that makes a statement.
• Weatherproof main compartment
• Made from CORDURA® ECO Polyester fabric with recycled yarn
• Practical roll-top with convenient zip opening
289934 PACK IT 24 – black

• Zippered pocket accessible from the outside for valuables
• S-shaped, padded shoulder straps
• Adjustable chest strap
• Attachment point for bike light
• Reflective patch for visibility at night

289933 PACK IT 16

black

289934 PACK IT 24

yellow curry art

red dahlia art

chive green

black

rivera blue

black

chive green

289935 PACK IT 32

red dahlia art
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black

UNDERCOVER 26

yellow curry

281361

BICYCULE 15

SIZE

REGULAR

SIZE

REGULAR

APPR. WEIGHT

1240g

APPR. WEIGHT

730g

BACK LENGTH

45cm

BACK LENGTH

40cm

VOLUME

26l

VOLUME

15l

COLOUR

281362

COLOUR

RANGE OF USE

4 - 14kg

RANGE OF USE

< 8kg

SUSPENSION

Softpack

SUSPENSION

Softpack

DIMENSIONS

54x33x15cm

DIMENSIONS

45x31x11cm

COMPOSITION

N/500D CORDURA®

COMPOSITION

N/420D CDR NH Dobby, N/500D CORDURA®

Your bike backpack for commuting and daily use - in all types of weather.
It comes with an Omnicover® rain cover that not only ensures visibility
in traffic, but also offers fixation points and space in its pockets for dirty
rainwear and a bulky bike lock. The backpack’s numerous compartments
for laptop, bottles, spare battery, clothes and small belongings make the
UNDERCOVER 26 the perfect everyday companion.
MAIN BAG
• Large opening for easy packing

Your companion and protector on your way to work on two wheels.
With the BICYCULE 15, commute in style comfortably and above all,
while staying safe and dry. It comes with an Omnicover® rain cover that
not only ensures visibility in traffic, but also offers space in its pockets
for dirty rainwear and a bulky bicycle lock.
MAIN BAG
• Adaptive back system adjusts to every back movement
• Large opening for easy packing

• Hidden, padded laptop compartment (15’’)

• Spacious, padded valuables compartment

• Various external storage compartments for bottle, glasses case, valuables and keys

• Mesh pocket for drinking bottle

• Inner mesh pocket for sports or spare clothing

OMNICOVER
• Rainproof, stowaway rain cover

OMNICOVER
• Rainproof, stowaway rain cover

• Spacious net pockets for rainwear, bicycle lock and other small items

• Spacious net pockets for rainwear, bicycle lock and other small items

• Belt strap to fix the cover and backpack content

• Belt strap to fix the cover and backpack content

• Large, reflective print for greater visibility in traffic

• Large, reflective print for greater visibility in traffic

• Easy access to laptop, main compartment and valuables thanks to clever,
fold-down rain cover

• Easy access to laptop, main compartment and valuables thanks to clever,
fold-down rain cover

yellow curry

058 | everyday

blue dawn

black

blue

red

ALLEY 18

pine green

275954

DICE 15

276738

SIZE

ONE SIZE

SIZE

ONE SIZE

APPR. WEIGHT

700g

APPR. WEIGHT

570g

VOLUME

18l

VOLUME

15l

COLOUR

COLOUR

RANGE OF USE

< 8kg

RANGE OF USE

< 8kg

SUSPENSION

Softpack

SUSPENSION

Softpack

COMPOSITION

N/1000D CORDURA®

COMPOSITION

N/500D CORDURA®

Modern city and travel daypack with an elegant and stylish look.
The ALLEY 18 is a master of understatement. The deceivingly clean
design hides loads of practical features, pockets and openings.
An easy-fold roll-top allows for extra volume when shopping.

The DICE 15 is the younger sibling of the TRAVELSTAR 28 and the ideal
companion for everyday use and small adventures. Robust and stripped
down to the essentials, it shines with its superior look.
• Large main compartment with sturdy YKK no.10 zipper

• Easy-fold roll-top with security strap and aluminium hook

• Made of durable 1000D CORDURA®

• Non-visible side zip allows direct access to main compartment
• Hidden front pocket with zip

• Large compartment in the back, accessible from the outside,
for a book or newspaper

• A pocket facing your body allows quick storage of a 13’’ laptop

• Hidden front zip pocket with key clip

• Spacious inner security pocket

• Power Mesh side pocket for water bottle

• Softly padded shoulder straps

• Inside pocket for small items

• Small reflective parts for increased visibility in the dark

• Reflective details for increased safety in the dark
• Padded shoulder straps for comfortable carrying

black

sand beige

red

black
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yellow curry

FLINTSTONE 25

black

275957

COVE 12

275959

SIZE

ONE SIZE

SIZE

ONE SIZE

APPR. WEIGHT

530g

APPR. WEIGHT

280g

BACK LENGTH

42cm

VOLUME

12l

VOLUME

25l

COLOUR

COLOUR

COMPOSITION

RANGE OF USE

< 8kg

SUSPENSION

Softpack

COMPOSITION

N/1000D CORDURA®

Many years ago a customer asked us to produce an alternative to a
daypack called Barny. So we did. And we called it FLINTSTONE. One of
the packs ended up in Japan where our friend Takuya recently found it.
And the rest is history. In the meantime, the retro-design FLINTSTONE
has become BACH’s best-selling BACH daypack.

N/1000D CORDURA®

A new BACH classic in the making. This lightweight yet very rugged small
backpack is the ultimate city daypack. Use it as a shopper bag or carry it
over your shoulder(s). This bag has the versatility and elegance of a true
BACH product.
• Simple but elegant bag with the possibility to carry as a backpack
• Zipped pocket for valuables
• Main compartment zip closure
• 10mm detachable shoulder straps

• Hood with zip pocket and closing buckles
• 3D front pocket
• Little zip pocket at the side for keys or bus ticket
• Padded back
• Hidden inside pocket with zip for valuables
• Draw-cord closure
• Comfortably padded, slightly contoured shoulder straps

red

060 | everyday

black

yellow curry
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DR. DUFFEL PICK&PLUCK INTERIOR 30 | 40

289936 | 289937

Whether you’re looking to protect a tiny gadget or a large piece of equipment, our PICK&PLUCK foam interior for our DR. DUFFEL
will be the perfect solution for you.

grey
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CARGO BAG LITE 60 | 80 | 100 275981 | 275982 | 275983
SIZE

S

M

L

APPR. WEIGHT

190g

230g

280g

VOLUME

< 60l

< 80l

< 100l

DIMENSIONS

90x35x27cm

100x39x28cm

120x43x31cm

COMPOSITION

N/210D HT

Light and handy protection bag for your luggage. Available in 3 sizes.
• Zip closure along the opening
• Latch for airline barcode
• Roll-top with side-release buckles serves as a comfy haul handle
• Great, simple pack protection
• BACH Zip Lock System: to be used with a padlock

grey

CARGO BAG DELUXE 60 | 90
SIZE

S

M

APPR. WEIGHT

260g

350g

VOLUME

< 60l

< 90l

DIMENSIONS

90x44x34cm

120x44x34cm

COMPOSITION

N/210D HT

2 7 5 9 8 4 |2 7 5 9 8 5

Travel protection bag with zipper opening allows you to mount your backpack while it is stowed
in the protection bag. The CARGO BAG DELUXE can be used as an additional piece of luggage or as
a raincover.
• Zip closure along the opening
• BACH Zip Lock System: to be used with a padlock
• Roll-top can be secured with a 50mm Velcro tab
• Roll-top with side-release buckles serves as a comfy haul handle
• U-shaped zipper opening to access suspension system
• CARGO BAG DELUXE can be used as a raincover

CARGO BAG EXPEDITION 80
SIZE

ONE SIZE

APPR. WEIGHT

530g

VOLUME

< 80l

DIMENSIONS

100x39x28cm

COMPOSITION

N/420D HT

grey

275986

A sturdier and heavier version of the CARGO BAG LITE. The strong 420Den Nylon fabric and the
50mm carrying strap make the CARGO BAG EXPEDITION a reliable extra piece of luggage.
• Zip closure along the opening
• BACH Zip Lock System: to be used with a padlock
• Roll-top can be secured by a 50mm Velcro tab
• Additional haul handle on the side
• 50mm carrying strap
black
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RIPSTOP RAINCOVER

276006

SIZE

S

M

L

XL

APPR. WEIGHT

70g

90g

110g

120g

VOLUME

25 – 40l

40 – 60l

60 – 80l

80 – 110l

COMPOSITION

N/260T Baby Rip

Light and hardwearing backpack raincover made of Ripstop Nylon. Keeps your gear dry.
The ultralight raincover with the perfect fit. Velcro straps and a drawcord allow a quick
adjustment to the size of your pack. Comes with print on the front and sewn-in stuff bag
for easy storage.

black

HOODED RAINCOVER

276007

SIZE

M

L

APPR. WEIGHT

180g

220g

VOLUME

30 – 60l

60 – 110l

COMPOSITION

N/260T Baby Rip

The ultralight raincover with the perfect fit, and not only for your backpack! BACH’s HOODED
RAINCOVER keeps your backpack, neck and shoulders dry...even if the rain keeps falling for a
while. The drawcord allows a quick adjustment to the size of your pack. Comes with sewn-in
stuff bag for easy storage.

black

SIDE POCKETS

275999

SIZE

REGULAR

XL

APPR. WEIGHT

180g

300g

VOLUME

2x3.5l

2x6.5l

DIMENSIONS

31x15x8cm

54x15x8cm

COMPOSITION

N/500D CORDURA®

For additional space. BACH SIDE POCKETS are easily strapped to the front or the side of your
pack. The XL version is big enough to hold a Therm-a-Rest Expedition 5.0 mattress.

black
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B I K E P R O T E CT I O N B A G
SIZE

ONE SIZE

APPR. WEIGHT

530g

DIMENSIONS

90x170cm

COMPOSITION

N/260T Baby Rip, N/420D HT

275988

Minimalist protective nylon bag. Ultralight and very small to stow away. Perfectly protects the
inside of your car from your mucky bike. Last but not least, the BACH BIKE PROTECTION BAG can
be attached to your touring bike in a variety of ways thanks to the loops and straps it comes with.
Not recommended for airline transportation.

black

CLIPPED SHOULDER STRAP
SIZE

ONE SIZE

COMPOSITION

Polyester Webbing

276081

Sometimes it’s handy to wear your backpack as a bag. The adjustable SHOULDER STRAP
from BACH can be attached by D-rings to your backpack to convert it into a bag.

black

HELMET HOLDER
SIZE

ONE SIZE

APPR. WEIGHT

22g

COMPOSITION

Polyester Webbing

276004

Our HELMET HOLDER is the most flexible way of adding gear to your pack. It’s as simple as it is
practical. Made out of 10mm nylon webbing, you can attach it quickly and easily to pretty much
every pack with four aluminium hooks. It is fully adjustable and the perfect size to hold a helmet,
climbing equipment or the rain jacket you want to keep close at hand for that unexpected shower.

red
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1 9 M M C H E S T S T R A P ( 1 0 PA C K )
SIZE

ONE SIZE

COMPOSITION

Polyester Webbing

276112

This article will be delivered in a pack of 10 units.

black

1 9 M M A C C E S S O R Y S T R A P ( 1 0 PA C K )
SIZE

120

DIMENSIONS

120x1.9cm

COMPOSITION

Polyester Webbing

276113

With its sturdy, robust material and break-resistant buckle, the ACCESSORY STRAP is a valuable
addition to any piece of outdoor equipment. The tensioning strap is handy, for example to fix
a tent, sleeping mat or other bulky equipment to your backpack. Thanks to the material’s UVresistant properties, the strap is a long-lasting purchase. Delivered in a pack of 10 units.

black

2 5 M M A C C E S S O R Y S T R A P ( 1 0 PA C K )

276114

SIZE

75

100

120

150

DIMENSIONS

75x2.5cm

100x2.5cm

120x2.5cm

150x2.5cm

COMPOSITION

Polyester Webbing

With its sturdy, robust material and break-resistant buckle, the ACCESSORY STRAP is a valuable
addition to any piece of outdoor equipment. The tensioning strap is handy, for example to fix
a tent, sleeping mat or other bulky equipment to your backpack. Thanks to the material’s UVresistant properties, the strap is a long-lasting purchase. Delivered in a pack of 10 units.

black
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R E PA I R

B OX

We all know the problem. Sometimes you find
your his pack being chewed on by a dog or run
over by a truck. It happens. Sometimes small
parts lose their shine over and they could
easily be replaced. Instead of shipping the
backpack around the world to replace a tiny
part, we provide the BACH Crucial Pack Repair
(CPR) Box so any shop is able to replace most
parts on our BACH packs (and other brands).
All these parts are available for re-ordering
separately in packs of 10 pieces. The quantities
you see in the overview below are the
quantities in the box.

R E PA I R B O X 2 8 1 3 6 6
#1
BUCKLE NON-ADJUST 50MM
279181 (10 pack)
WEBBING ROLL 20MM
279180
WEBBING ROLL 25MM
279180
WEBBING ROLL 40MM
279180
WEBBING ROLL 50MM
279180

#2
BUCKLE NON-ADJUST 40MM
279181 (10 pack)

#3
BUCKLE SINGLE-ADJUST
25MM
279182 (10 pack)
BUCKLE DUAL-ADJUST 25MM
279183 (10 pack)

#4
BUCKLE SINGLE-ADJUST
20MM
279182 (10 pack)
BUCKLE DUAL-ADJUST 20MM
279183 (10 pack)

#5
BUCKLE SINGLE-ADJUST
10MM
279182 (10 pack)
STRAP ADJUSTER 10MM
282162 (10 pack)
CORD HOOK ZIP-CLIP WEB
8MM
282156 (10 pack)
KEY CLIP 12MM
282157 (10 pack)
WEB LOCK 10MM
282175 (10 pack)

#6
WEB END 20MM
282158 (10 pack)
CORD-END 3MM
282159 (10 pack)
CORDLOCK / TANKA 3MM
282160 (10 pack)
HYDRATION TUBE HOLDER
20MM
282161 (10 pack)

#11
HIPBELT BUCKLE 40MM
INCL WEB
276753 (1 pc)

#12
HIPBELT BUCKLE 50MM
INCL WEB
276754 (1 pc)

#13
STRAP ADJUSTER 38MM
282162 (10 pack)
STRAP ADJUSTER 50MM
282162 (10 pack)

#14
STRAP ADJUSTER 20MM
282162 (10 pack)
STRAP ADJUSTER 25MM
282162 (10 pack)

#15
STRAP ADJUSTER
GATEKEEPER LEFT 20MM
282163 (10 pack)
STRAP ADJUSTER
GATEKEEPER LEFT 25MM
282163 (10 pack)
STRAP ADJUSTER
GATEKEEPER RIGHT 20MM
282164 (10 pack)
STRAP ADJUSTER
GATEKEEPER RIGHT 25MM
282164 (10 pack)

#16
CORD HOOK WEB 15MM
282165 (10 pack)
CORD HOOK ADJUSTER 2.5MM
282166 (10 pack)
CORD HOOK END 2.3MM
282167 (10 pack)
CORD HOOK LONG
282168 (10 pack)
CORD LOCK MINI 2.5MM
282169 (10 pack)
CORD HOOK SQUEEZE 2.5MM
282170 (10 pack)

#21
ALU HOOK SINGLE BAR 20MM
282171 (10 pack)
ALU HOOK LEFT 10MM
282172 (10 pack)
ALU HOOK LEFT 20MM
282172 (10 pack)
ALU HOOK RIGHT 10MM
282173 (10 pack)
ALU HOOK RIGHT 20MM
282173 (10 pack)
ALU HOOK RIGHT 38MM
282173 (10 pack)

#22
WEB KEEPER 10 MM
282174 (10 pack)
WEB KEEPER 20 MM
282174 (10 pack)
WEB KEEPER 25 MM
282174 (10 pack)
WEB KEEPER 38 MM
282174 (10 pack)

#23
WEB LOCK 20MM
282175 (10 pack)
WEB LOCK 25MM
282175 (10 pack)
WEB LOCK 38MM
282175 (10 pack)
WEB LOCK 50MM
282175 (10 pack)

#24
SQUARE LOOP 20MM
282176 (10 pack)
SQUARE LOOP 25MM
282176 (10 pack)
SQUARE LOOP 38MM
282176 (10 pack)
SQUARE LOOP 50MM
282176 (10 pack)

#25
CARABINER HOOK 20MM
282177 (10 pack)
CARABINER HOOK 50MM
282177 (10 pack)

#26
METAL STOPPER ZIPPER #5
282178 (10 pack)
METAL STOPPER ZIPPER #8
282178 (10 pack)
DOUBLE D-RING 10MM METAL
283064 (10 pack)

#31
YKK SLIDER CN #5
282180 (10 pack)
YKK SLIDER CN #8
282180 (10 pack)
YKK SLIDER CN #10
282180 (10 pack)

#32
YKK SLIDER RC #5
282179 (10 pack)
YKK SLIDER RC #8
282179 (10 pack)
YKK SLIDER RC #10
282179 (10 pack)

#35
D-RING 20MM
282181 (10 pack)
SEWABLE D-RING 25MM
282182 (10 pack)
DOUBLE D-RING 25MM
282183 (10 pack)
DOUBLE D-RING 38MM
282183 (10 pack)
DOUBLE D-RING 50MM
282183 (10 pack)

#36
BACH BOTTLE OPENER
282184 (10 pack)
BACH VINYL BRAND STICKER
282185 (10 pack)

070

H I P B E LT

AC C E SS O R I E S

The hipbelt is an integral part of our suspension systems. Depending on the nature of your adventure, the weight you carry
and the way you’ll use the pack we have got various backpacks with different hipbelts. We have all got different waist sizes and
preferences on how we like to carry our packs. That is why most of our packs are built with interchangeable hipbelts – you’ll find
the one that suits you best.

S H I E L D P R O H I P B E LT

276743

E X P E D I T I O N H I P B E LT

SIZE

SHORT

SIZE

XS

COLOUR

black

COLOUR

black

EXPEDITION CENTRE PULL 276745
( 2 0 1 6 ) H I P B E LT
SIZE

REGULAR

COLOUR

black

LONG

E X P ED I T I O N (LM LADY 2 0 1 6 ) 2 7 6 7 4 7
H I P B ELT

SIZE

SHORT

COLOUR

black

EXPEDIT ION ( L M L ADY 2018) 2 7 6 7 4 8
HIPBELT

REGULAR

SIZE

REGULAR

COLOUR

black

COLOUR

black

O V E R L A N D H I P B E LT

SIZE

SHORT

SIZE

SHORT

COLOUR

black, blue, red

COLOUR

black

CENTRE PULL MAD (2018)
H I P B E LT
SIZE

SHORT

COLOUR

black

REGULAR

S

EXPEDIT ION ( L M L ADY 2016) 2 7 6 7 4 6
HIPBELT

SIZE

E X P ED I T I O N (LM LADY 2 0 1 8 ) 2 7 6 7 4 9
H I P B ELT

276110

276750
REGULAR

276751
LONG
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orange

S P E C I AL I S T 2 SE C U RI TY PRO 2 7 5 9 2 4

orange

TRACKMAN SECURITY PRO

SIZE

ONE SIZE

SIZE

ONE SIZE

APPR. WEIGHT

2770g

APPR. WEIGHT

1850g

BACK LENGTH

64cm

BACK LENGTH

50cm

VOLUME

73l

VOLUME

40l

SUSPENSION

Softpack

SUSPENSION

Softpack

RANGE OF USE

20 - 30kg

RANGE OF USE

5 - 15kg

275961

In collaboration with the Swedish police, we designed a SECURITY PRO
version of the Specialist 2 1000D. While the bags are technically more or
less identical, we have added a zippered hipbelt pocket to the well visible
and rugged PRO version of the SPECIALIST.

Modern work gear needs to be visible day and night. The fluorescent
orange colour and fat 3M-reflective strips can be seen in any work
situation. The 40l TRACKMAN SECURITY PRO is big enough to hold all
your personal equipment, rain gear, helmet, radio and your lunch box.

• Big, extra-hardy security backpack with two main compartments

• Padded back and extra-long, padded shoulder straps

• Made from rugged, fluorescent-orange 1000D CORDURA®

• Robust, dirt- and water-resistant bottom material

• High-visibility colours for daytime safety and 3M reflective strips for
maximum visibility at night

• Spacious main compartment with vertical divider (51x35x20cm)

• Quick zipper access to both main compartments

• Easy-access front pocket with organiser (35x30x6cm)

• Zippered hipbelt pocket

• Individual identification patch

• Big, versatile 3D front pocket
• Tight-fitting, expandable lid with 2 pockets
• Pleated 3D bottle holder
• Comes with raincover (+100g)
• Women’s components can be mounted to the suspension system on request
• Custom-fit modifications possible to match the specific needs of your team.
Please allow a five-month lead time for special orders.

074 | work

• Protected inside pocket for your radio

orange

WIZARD SECURITY PRO
SIZE

ONE SIZE

APPR. WEIGHT

1250g

BACK LENGTH

50cm

VOLUME

27l

SUSPENSION

Softpack

RANGE OF USE

5 - 15kg

275950

The PRO version of the popular WIZARD daypack is widely used by
building engineers, search & rescue teams, tunnel builders and other
people with jobs where being seen is a key safety issue.
• Signal colour and reflector suitable for building site
• 3-point Witch-Flap with scotch lite reflector
• Helmet can be stored under the Witch-Flap
• 2 front net pockets
• Chest strap and hipbelt

work | 075
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C O N C E P T

LIGHTWEIGHT AND STRONG

POLES

We create lightweight products, without compromising on

We use poles manufactured by Osung (South Korea) with Eco

quality and usability. We have chosen the very best materials,

Duralumin alloy using environmentally friendly eco-magne-

fabrics and poles we could find. Our long experience in the

sium. No toxic sulfur hexafluoride and sulfur dioxide have been

production of outdoor equipment enables us to manufacture

used. Both these materials are classified as materials causing

our products with the highest-quality standards.

the destruction of the ozone layer, which is one of the reasons
for global warming. We use TRX Airlite poles in our tents and
chairs which are made of Hi-strength Eco Duralumin alloy.

WEIGHT

WORKMANSHIP

MINIMUM WEIGHT refers to the weight of the tent body, rain fly,

Our products are produced by highly skilled craftsmen and expe-

poles and the minimum number of pegs needed to pitch the tent.

rienced workers. We use high-quality sewing machines, needles
and thread for our production. Our long experience in producing

WEIGHT REFERS to how much the entire tent package weighs

outdoor products gives us the opportunity to manufacture our

when you purchase it, including tent body, fly, poles, stakes,

products using the best workmanship available.

guy lines, stuff sacks, and other accessories such as pole repair
sleeves or patch kits.
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TEAR RESISTANCE

DENIER

LONGITUDINAL KG

TRANSVERSE DIRECTION KG

Gorlyn 20

20

10.2

8.5

Gorlyn 30

30

16

13

Gorlyn 40

40

18

15

M AT E R I A L S
FABRICS
INNOVATION IS WOVEN INTO OUR NYLON RIPSTOP FLY FABRIC.
Gorlyn fabric is constructed using high-tenacity Nylon 6.6, which has a higher tensile strength than regular and most used Nylon in tent construction. Our
Gorlyn fabric is four to five times stronger than most of the other high-end lightweight fabrics used for tents. Our fabrics have been tested by TÜV (ISO 13937-4 see
chart). The weight is lower than regular tent fabrics. We apply a coating of pure silicone, without other chemicals. The coating has been done in three steps: one
base layer on the back side and one layer on the front side. This results in the most durable and water-repellent protection. The silicone treatment process does
not affect fabric strength, as a result of the higher melting point of 6.6 Nylon. Normal PU coatings tend to reduce the tear strength by up to 70%, which in our
opinion weakens the fabrics too much to use them in lightweight tent designs. Our fabrics perform above average, proven by laboratory tests.

OUR FABRIC SUPPLIER
The Korean based company Dominico Tex is renowned worldwide for the quality and consistency of their lightweight fabrics. We are proud to use their fabrics
for all our tents. We use siliconised nylon (both sides) for superior tear strength and durability in three different strengths (20/30/40 Denier).

GORLYN FABRIC PROPERTIES
- Better weathering resistance; better sunlight (UV) resistance
- Much higher tear strength-to-weight (ISO 13937-4)
- More compact molecular structure
- Higher melting point (256°C)
- Superior colourfastness
- Excellent abrasion resistance
- High resistance to insects, fungi, animals, as well as mould, mildew, rot and many chemicals
- Melts instead of burns

TENT FLOOR FABRICS
- The tent floor is made from a 20D or 40D Nylon Ripstop with a laminated thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) coating
- TPU coatings have greater bonding durability and better abrasion resistance than conventional liquid-applied PU coatings

introduction | 079
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russet orange

P I O P I O S O LO

282972

If you need an ultralight, one-person tent with a lot of space inside then our PIOPIO is your best choice.
Weighing less than a kilo, it is ideal for adventurers who like to travel alone.
TENT CAPACITY

APPROX. WEIGHT

APPROX. MINIMUM WEIGHT

PACKED SIZE

1

1000g

900g

48x12cm

MATERIALS

OPTIONAL

Outer tent

GorLyn 20 Siliconised Ripstop 6.6 Nylon

Inner tent

15D Breathable Ripstop Nylon

Floor

20D Ripstop Nylon 10,000mm TPU
Fire Retardant

Poles

TRX Eco Duralumin Airlite 8.7

283001 PIOPIO SOLO FOOTPRINT | See page 105

russet orange
willow bough green

Colour

FEATURES

FLOORPLAN

• 1-pole, easy-to-pitch, solo tunnel tent
• 105cm inner height offers enough space for tall people to sit straight
and have freedom of movement
• Inner tent made of 15D breathable ripstop nylon with no-see-um mesh
to maximise airflow inside while keeping even the smallest insects out
• GorLyn flysheet made with high-tenacity 6.6 nylon
• Durable 20D floor with 10,000mm TPU laminate
• Bathtub footprint with taped seams protects against splashing rain
• Interior storage pocket keeps essential items handy
• Compact packing size
• Pitching time: 5 minutes
• Included: 8x twisted Y-peg 16cm
• Pole field-repair tube included

willow bough green

082 | 3-season

willow bough green

GUAM 2 | 3 | 4

282973 | 282974 | 282975

A classic, freestanding 3-season dome tent made from lightweight materials, the GUAM is ideal for backpacking.
Thanks to its basic hexagonal cut, it offers two spacious vestibules for gear or cooking and can be accessed from both sides.
TENT CAPACITY

APPROX. WEIGHT

APPROX. MINIMUM WEIGHT

PACKED SIZE

2

2000g

1800g

40x12cm

3

2300g

2100g

43x13cm

4

2900g

2700g

45x15cm

MATERIALS

OPTIONAL

Outer tent

GorLyn 20 Siliconised Ripstop 6.6 Nylon

Inner tent

15D Breathable Ripstop Nylon

Floor

40D Ripstop Nylon 10,000mm TPU
Fire Retardant

Poles

TRX Eco Duralumin Airlite 8.7

Colour

283002 GUAM 2 FOOTPRINT | See page 105
283003 GUAM 3 FOOTPRINT | See page 105
283004 GUAM 4 FOOTPRINT | See page 105

willow bough green

FEATURES

FLOORPLAN

• 3-season, free-standing, superlight dome tent for backpacking trips
• GorLyn 20 Fly fabric reduces the weight without sacrificing
durability and strength
• Durable 20D floor with 10,000mm TPU laminate
• Tent body has an integrated cross pole and offers excellent ventilation panels
• Nearly-straight side walls give a spacious interior
• Two interior storage pockets keep essential items handy
• 4 hanging loops accommodate a flashlight or accessory attachments
• Gear loft loops included
• 10x superlight aluminium J stakes (featuring eco-friendly anodising) included
• Compact packaging
• Optional floor saver available
• Pitching time: 5 minutes
• Included: 10x twisted Y-peg 16cm
• Pole field-repair tube included

3-season | 083

willow bough green

LAUGHING OWL 4

282982

The LAUGHING OWL 4 is an extremely light and spacious 4-person family tent.
This tunnel tent has a generous standing height and is particularly well suited for cycling, kayaking or family car camping trips.
TENT CAPACITY

APPROX. WEIGHT

APPROX. MINIMUM WEIGHT

PACKED SIZE

4

5700g

5500g

57x19cm

MATERIALS

OPTIONAL

Outer tent

GorLyn 30 Siliconised Ripstop 6.6 Nylon

Inner tent

40D Breathable Ripstop Nylon

Floor

40D Ripstop Nylon 10,000mm TPU
Fire Retardant

Poles

TRX Eco Duralumin Superlite 13.5

Colour

willow bough green

FEATURES

• Sleeping area is suited for a family of 2 adults and 2 children
• Large vestibule has 3 large transparent windows made with lightweight
FabVue fabric, allowing a panoramic view and excellent ventilation
• All stress points reinforced with Gornyma
• 2 hooded roof vents provide extra ventilation inside the tent
• 2 floor prop vents in the sleeping room provide extra ventilation
• Walk-in vestibule is big enough to store bikes overnight
• Compact packaging
• Pitching time: 10-15 minutes
• Optional bathtub footprint is available
• Included: 14x twisted Y-peg 16cm
• Pole field-repair tube included

084 | 3-season

283011 LAUGHING OWL 4 FOOTPRINT | See page 105

FLOORPLAN
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willow bough green

APTERYX 2 | 3

2 8 2 9 7 6 | 2 8 2 9 7 7  

The APTERYX is a 4-season tunnel tent that provides unsurpassable comfort. The vestibule, which can be entered via two entrances, is very spacious
with a generous sleeping area that offers more than enough space, even for tall people. The APTERYX offers comfort and protection for a carefree outdoor
experience in absolutely any weather.
TENT CAPACITY

APPROX. WEIGHT

APPROX. MINIMUM WEIGHT

PACKED SIZE

2

2400g

2200g

45x14cm

3

2800g

2600g

45x15cm

MATERIALS

OPTIONAL

Outer tent

GorLyn 30 Siliconised Ripstop 6.6 Nylon

Inner tent

15D Breathable Ripstop Nylon

Floor

40D Ripstop Nylon 10,000mm TPU
Fire Retardant

Poles

TRX Eco Duralumin Airlite 8.7

Colour

willow bough green

FEATURES

• Front door is versatile and helps to regulate ventilation
• Side door has a large zipper for easy entry
• GorLyn 30 fly fabric reduces the weight without sacrificing
durability and strength
• Strong and durable 40D Nylon Ripstop floor with 10,000mm TPU laminate
• Extremely durable TRX Eco Duralumin aluminium poles
with eco-friendly anodising
• Spacious vestibule
• Fly-first pitching or all at once
• 10 superlight aluminium V-pegs (featuring eco-friendly anodising) included
• Pitching time: 5 minutes
• Optional full-size footprint
• Included: 8x twisted Y-peg 16cm, 4x irregular Y-peg 24cm
• Pole field-repair tube included

088 | 4-season

283005 APTERYX 2 FOOTPRINT | See page 105
283006 APTERYX 3 FOOTPRINT | See page 105

FLOORPLAN

willow bough green

WICKIUP 3

282978

The WICKIUP 3 is an ultralight trekking tent that offers plenty of space and exceptional stability in bad weather conditions. An inner tent with half
the surface area (suitable for 1 person) is also available, making the tent a versatile option that can be adapted to situation-specific needs.
TENT CAPACITY

APPROX. WEIGHT

APPROX. MINIMUM WEIGHT

PACKED SIZE

3

2100g

1900g

45x10cm

MATERIALS

OPTIONAL

Outer tent

GorLyn 20 Siliconised Ripstop 6.6 Nylon

Inner tent

15D Breathable Ripstop Nylon

Floor

40D Ripstop Nylon 10,000mm TPU
Fire Retardant

Poles

TRX Eco Duralumin Jumbo 6 19.5

Colour

283007 WICKIUP 3 FOOTPRINT | See page 105

willow bough green

FEATURES

FLOORPLAN

• Extremely durable (anodised), TRX Duralumin aluminium,
adjustable centre pole
• Constructed from Gorlyn 20 fabric using high-tenacity 6.6 nylon
for higher tensile strength
• Pole section length: 40cm
• 3 hooded vents at the peak
• Flysheet can be used as independent shelter
• Inner tent can be used without flysheet
• Fits in hard-shell motor cases
• Optional footprint is available
• Included: 12x twisted Y-peg 16cm

4-season | 089

willow bough green

WICKIUP 4

282979

The WICKIUP 4 is a lightweight tipi tent that offers plenty of space and exceptional stability even in strong winds. An inner tent with half the surface area
(suitable for 2 people) is also available, allowing the tent to be divided into a cosy sleeping area and spacious vestibule.
TENT CAPACITY

APPROX. WEIGHT

APPROX. MINIMUM WEIGHT

PACKED SIZE

4

2600g

2400g

49x14cm

MATERIALS

OPTIONAL

Outer tent

GorLyn 20 Siliconised Ripstop 6.6 Nylon

Inner tent

15D Breathable Ripstop Nylon

Floor

40D Ripstop Nylon 10,000mm TPU
Fire Retardant

Poles

TRX Eco Duralumin Jumbo 6 19.5

Colour

willow bough green

FEATURES

• Extremely durable (anodised), TRX Duralumin aluminium,
adjustable centre pole
• Constructed from Gorlyn 20 fabric using high-tenacity 6.6 nylon
for higher tensile strength
• Pole section length: 40cm
• 2 hooded vents at the peak
• Flysheet can be used as independent shelter
• Inner tent can be used without flysheet
• Fits in hard-shell motor cases
• Optional footprint is available
• Included: 14x twisted Y-peg 16cm

090 | 4-season

283008 WICKIUP 4 FOOTPRINT | See page 105

FLOORPLAN

willow bough green

WICKIUP 5

282980

The WICKIUP 5 is a special tipi tent because its pole is not in the middle of the sleeping cabin.
Thanks to its asymmetrical design, it has a spacious vestibule and offers plenty of sleeping space for a family of 2 adults and 3 children.
TENT CAPACITY

APPROX. WEIGHT

APPROX. MINIMUM WEIGHT

PACKED SIZE

5

3800g

3700g

60x18cm

MATERIALS

OPTIONAL

Outer tent

GorLyn 30 Siliconised Ripstop 6.6 Nylon

Inner tent

15D Breathable Ripstop Nylon

Floor

40D Ripstop Nylon 10,000mm TPU
Fire Retardant

Poles

TRX Eco Duralumin Jumbo 6 22.0

Colour

283009 WICKIUP 5 FOOTPRINT | See page 105

willow bough green

FEATURES

FLOORPLAN

• Asymmetric design
• Extremely durable (anodised), TRX Duralumin aluminium,
adjustable centre pole
• Constructed from Gorlyn 20 fabric using high-tenacity 6.6 nylon
for higher tensile strength
• 3 hooded vents at the peak
• Flysheet can be used as independent shelter
• Durable 40D floor with 10,000mm TPU laminate
• Breathable Nylon RS covers most of the inner tent,
making it suitable for 3-season use
• No-see-um mesh top maximises airflow
while keeping even the smallest insects out
• Included: 22x twisted Y-peg 16cm

4-season | 091

willow bough green

ORIOLE 3

282981

The ORIOLE 3 is our roomy and lightweight 3-season tunnel tent for families.
An additional inner tent for children can be suspended in the large vestibule.
TENT CAPACITY

APPROX. WEIGHT

APPROX. MINIMUM WEIGHT

PACKED SIZE

3

3900g

3700g

55x18cm

MATERIALS

OPTIONAL

Outer tent

GorLyn 30 Siliconised Ripstop 6.6 Nylon

Inner tent

40D Breathable Ripstop Nylon

Floor

40D Ripstop Nylon 10,000mm TPU
Fire Retardant

Poles

TRX Eco Duralumin Airlite 8.7

Colour

willow bough green

FEATURES

• Easy to set up, 3-pole, external sleeve tunnel tent design
• Spacious vestibule has two entrances for efficient ventilation
• Interior mesh panels on sleeping room side walls and doors
• Large hooded vents on front and rear of outer tent
• Inner tent remains attached to outer tent for quick set-up
• Side door has a double mesh fabric for optimal venting
• Fly: GorLyn 30 with min. 3,000mm double-sided silicone coating
• Compact packaging
• Pitching time: 5-10 minutes
• Optional footprint available
• Included: 13x twisted Y-peg 16cm
• Pole field-repair tube included
• Optional Kidsroom available

092 | 4-season

283010 ORIOLE 3 FOOTPRINT | See page 105

FLOORPLAN
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burnt orange

SPIX 3

282983

The ultimate choice for your next adventure, the SPIX 3 defies all that nature can throw at it.
This tunnel tent has been designed, tested and has proven its reliability on countless expeditions in extreme conditions.
TENT CAPACITY

APPROX. WEIGHT

APPROX. MINIMUM WEIGHT

PACKED SIZE

3

6000g

5800g

55x19cm

MATERIALS

OPTIONAL

Outer tent

GorLyn 40 Siliconised Ripstop 6.6 Nylon

Inner tent

40D Breathable Ripstop Nylon

Floor

40D Ripstop Nylon 10,000mm TPU
Fire Retardant

Poles

TRX Eco Duralumin Superlite 13.5

Colour

burnt orange

FEATURES

• Extremely light and strong, 4-pole tunnel tent
• Large inner tent with space to store loads of gear
• Side door with double door opening made out of FabVue fabric
• Fully closable ventilation panels
• Can be used with a double pole set
• Lightweight and strong aluminium poles
• Included: 12x twisted Y-peg 16cm, 4x irregular Y-peg 24cm,
6x snow&sand peg 30cm
• Pole field-repair tube included

096 | 5-season

283012 SPIX 3 FOOTPRINT | See page 105

FLOORPLAN

T E N T

FO OT P R I N T S

This durable footprint protects the floor of the
tent from rocks, sharp twigs and pine needles,
as well as from mud and ground water.

MATERIALS

Floor
Colour

40D Ripstop Nylon 10,000mm TPU
charcoal grey

283001
PIOPIO SOLO FOOTPRINT

283002 | 283003 | 283004
GUAM 2 | 3 | 4 FOOTPRINT

283007 | 283008 | 283009
WICKIUP 3 | 4 | 5 FOOTPRINT

283005 | 283006
APTERYX 2 | 3 FOOTPRINT

WEIGHT

WEIGHT

WEIGHT

WEIGHT

240g

410g | 470g | 600g

650g | 830g | 1140g

530g | 640g

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

• Protects your tent floor
from sharp objects
• Can be used as tarp

• Can be used for the Lite-Set option
without inner tent
• Protects your tent floor
from sharp objects
• Can be used as tarp
• Grommets attach to tent pole ends

• Protects your tent floor
from sharp objects
• Lighter alternative for the
inner tent
• Can be used as tarp

• Protects your tent floor
from sharp objects
• Can be used as tarp

283010
ORIOLE 3 FOOTPRINT

283011
LAUGHING OWL 4 FOOTPRINT

283012
SPIX 3 FOOTPRINT

WEIGHT

WEIGHT

WEIGHT

780g

1020g

630g

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

• Can be used for the Lite-Set option
• Protects your tent floor
from sharp objects
• Can be used as tarp
• Grommets attach to tent pole ends

• Bathtub construction
• Protects you from sharp objects
• Minimises condensation in the
vestibule caused by damp ground
• Can be used as tarp
• Grommets attach to tent pole ends

• Protects your tent floor
from sharp objects
• Can be used as tarp
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willow bough green

TA R P P O N C H O

286092

An all-in-one tarp, poncho and pack cover.
Lightweight, multi-purpose and durable, the TARP PONCHO is made of our ultra lightweight 15D siliconised Ripstop Nylon.
APPROX. WEIGHT

PACKED SIZE

FEATURES

220g

15x10x2cm

• Ultralight poncho with additional coverage in the back for protecting a backpack
• Contoured draw-cord hood

MATERIALS

Fly material
Colour

GorLyn 20 Siliconised Ripstop 6.6 Nylon
willow bough green

• Converts to an ultralight shelter using nylon tie-down loops in corners
and middle of sides
• Pitches with trekking pole and guy lines

yellow sunrise

TA R P & T I P I 1 7 5 - 2 0 5 C M P O L E
Tarp and Tipi pole with double function, adjustable length (205-240cm) and reversible screw-in tip.
APPROX. WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

390g

60x4x4cm

Height

175-205cm

MATERIALS

Poles
Colour
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6061 alumininum
yellow sunrise

283018

yellow sunrise

UL TWISTED Y16 PEGS

289649 | 289650

Y-shaped, twisted 16cm pegs, made of lightweight 7001 aluminium.
SIZE

APPROX. WEIGHT

FEATURES

Set of 6

54g

• Superlight

Box of 100

1000g

• Reflective pull cord

Height

16cm

• Twisted design for more stability
• Perfect for firm soil
• Perfect for stable weather

MATERIALS

Poles
Colour

Anodised 7001 alu
yellow sunrise

yellow sunrise

UL TWISTED Y22 PEGS

289651 | 289652

Y-shaped, twisted 22cm pegs, made of lightweight 7001 aluminium.
SIZE

APPROX. WEIGHT

FEATURES

Set of 6

90g

• Superlight

Box of 100

1600g

• Reflective pull cord

Height

22cm

• Twisted design for more stability
• Perfect for firm soil
• Perfect for all weather

MATERIALS

Poles
Colour

Anodised 7001 alu
yellow sunrise
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yellow sunrise

IRREGULAR Y24 PEGS

289653 | 289654

Y-shaped, twisted 24cm pegs, made of lightweight 7001 aluminium.
SIZE

APPROX. WEIGHT

FEATURES

Set of 6

178g

• Very stable

Box of 100

2900g

• Reflective pull cord

Height

24cm

• Perfect for medium-firm soil
• Perfect for all weather

MATERIALS

Poles
Colour

Anodised 7001 alu
yellow sunrise

yellow sunrise

SNOW & SAND PEGS - 6 PEGS

283016

A set of 6 snow & sand pegs, made of lightweight 7001 aluminum.
APPROX. WEIGHT

FEATURES

264g

• Reflective pull cord
• Perfect for loose soil, sand or snow

Height

31cm

MATERIALS

Poles
Colour
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Anodised 7001 alu
yellow sunrise

• Perfect for all weather

charcoal grey

ORIOLE 3 KIDSROOM

282996

Going on an adventure with your little one is a great experience! The ORIOLE 3 is a very spacious, waterproof, lightweight tent that offers an optional small
kids room in the front vestibule. Attach the ultralight inner tent (featuring a 40D waterproof Gorlyn floor) and off you go!
TENT CAPACITY

APPROX. WEIGHT

1

500g

MATERIALS

FEATURES

Inner tent

15D Breathable Ripstop Nylon

Floor

40D Ripstop Nylon 10,000mm TPU

Colour

• Additional sleeping room for children

vapor blue

black

SPIX MESH POCKET SET

282999

On remote expeditions you don’t want to waste time looking for your headlamp, gloves or toothbrush.
This mesh organiser weighs almost nothing and is easy to attach to the inner tent of the SPIX.
APPROX. WEIGHT

FEATURES

300g

• Optional addition to organise your small items

MATERIALS

Colour

black
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WICKIUP 3 HALF-SIZE INNER TENT

282997

Half-size inner tent (1 person) for more storage space inside.
TENT CAPACITY

APPROX. WEIGHT

1

550g

MATERIALS

Inner tent

15D Breathable Ripstop Nylon

Floor

40D Ripstop Nylon 10,000mm TPU

Colour

vapor blue

FEATURES

• Create a vestibule
• Lower the weight of the tent
• Transform into a 1-person tent

WICKIUP 4 HALF-SIZE INNER TENT
Half-size inner tent (2 person) for more storage space inside.
TENT CAPACITY

APPROX. WEIGHT

2

780g

MATERIALS

Inner tent

15D Breathable Ripstop Nylon

Floor

40D Ripstop Nylon 10,000mm TPU

Colour
FEATURES

• Create a vestibule
• Lower the weight of the tent
• Transform into a 2-person tent
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vapor blue

282998
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chive green

MORNINGBIRD

283020

Weighing 930 grams, the MORNINGBIRD is one of the most portable and easy-to-carry camping chairs on the market.
The strong aluminium frame and P/305*300 Eco CORDURA® fabric provide you with a strong, durable and comfortable seat.
SPECIFICATIONS

Approx. weight

930g

Packed dimensions

45x10x10cm

Height

66cm

Frame construction

7001 series TRX Eco Duralumin

Seat dimensions

50x31x42cm

Seat material

305*300D CORDURA® Eco Polyester

Seat height

36cm

Weight capacity

145kg

Colours
FEATURES

• TRX Eco-Duralumin Frame
• Easy-to-clean seat
• Easy and quick set-up
• Low weight of just 930g, with a max. load of 145kg
• Very small packsize

rivera blue
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yellow curry art

red dahlia art

rivera blue

KIWI

283021

The KIWI chair has a wider seat and higher back for unlimited comfort while still maintaining a compact pack size and low weight.
Your perfect companion for ultimate outdoor lounging.
SPECIFICATIONS

Approx. weight

990g

Packed dimensions

45x10x12cm

Height

76cm

Frame construction

7001 series TRX Eco Duralumin

Seat dimensions

59x31x52cm

Seat material

305*300D CORDURA® Eco Polyester

Seat height

40cm

Weight capacity

145kg

Colours
FEATURES

• TRX Eco-Duralumin Frame
• Easy-to-clean seat
• Easy and quick set-up
• Low weight of just 990g, with a max. load of 145kg
• Very small packsize

chive green

yellow curry art

red dahlia art
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yellow curry art

KINGFISHER

283022

The KINGFISHER chair packs down small but gives you all the comfort of a larger chair.
Its supportive backrest lets you enjoy the ultimate relaxation moments, wherever you are in the world.
SPECIFICATIONS

Approx. weight

1250g

Packed dimensions

50x10x12cm

Height

102cm

Frame construction

7001 series TRX Eco Duralumin

Seat dimensions

54x34x78cm

Seat material

305*300D CORDURA® Eco Polyester

Seat height

42cm

Weight capacity

145kg

Colours
FEATURES

• 7001 series TRX Eco-Duralumin Frame
• Easy-to-clean seat
• Easy and quick set-up
• Low weight
• Very small packsize
• Holds up to 145kg

chive green
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rivera blue

red dahlia art

red dahlia art

SUNNY

286010

The SUNNY chair is lower to the ground and slightly reclined. It offers you the ideal position for hours of serious relaxation.
It is easily installed in seconds and comes with a padded head rest.
SPECIFICATIONS

Approx. weight

1300g

Packed dimensions

50x10x12cm

Height

70cm

Frame construction

7001 series TRX Eco Duralumin

Seat dimensions

57x34x78cm

Seat material

305*300D CORDURA® Eco Polyester

Seat height

22cm

Weight capacity

145kg

Colours
FEATURES

• 7001 series TRX Eco-Duralumin Frame
• Easy-to-clean seat
• Easy and quick set-up
• Low weight
• Very small packsize
• Holds up to 145kg

chive green

yellow curry art

rivera blue
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T R E K K I N G PA C K S
276715 SPECIALIST 75

276716 SPECIALIST 65 WOMEN’S

276718 VENTURE 60

black

pearl grey

snorkel blue

red

blue

pearl grey

SIZE – R, L, XL

SIZE – R, L, XL

SIZE – S, R

SIZE – S, R

SIZE – R, L

SIZE – R, L

276717 VENTURE 60 WOMEN’S

276722 LITE MARE 65

276721 LITE MARE 60 WOMEN’S

blue

pearl grey

black

pine green

black

blue

SIZE – R

SIZE – R

SIZE – R, L

SIZE – R, L

SIZE – S, R

SIZE – S, R

289929 DAYDREAM 50

red

black

red dahlia

pine green

SIZE – S, R

SIZE – S, R, L

SIZE – S, R, L

SIZE – S, R, L
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T R A I L PA C K S
289930 DAYDREAM 40

281350 MOLECULE 50

rivera blue/blue dawn

sand beige/red dahlia

black

rivera blue

yellow curry

black

SIZE – R, L

SIZE – R, L

SIZE – R, L

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

281351 QUARK 30

281352 HIGGS 15

black

yellow curry

snorkel blue

black

rivera blue

yellow curry

SIZE – R, L

SIZE – R, L

SIZE – R, L

SIZE – R, L

SIZE – R, L

SIZE – R, L

276728 PACKMAN 44

276727 PACKSTER 33

276730 SHIELD PLUS 35

alpine green

black

snorkel blue

red

black

blue

SIZE – S, R

SIZE – S, R

SIZE – R, L

SIZE – R, L

SIZE – S, R, L

SIZE – S, R, L

276729 SHIELD 26

276725 ROC 28

red

blue

pearl grey

alpine green

yellow curry

red

SIZE – S, R, L

SIZE – S, R

SIZE – S, R

SIZE – S, R

SIZE – R, L

SIZE – R, L

276724 ROC 22

blue dawn

black

red

sand beige

SIZE – R, L

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE
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T R AV E L PA C K S
276731 OVERLAND 70

276733 TRAVEL PRO 65

276732 TRAVEL PRO 45

276735 TRAVELSTAR 40

pearl grey

blue

black

black

pearl grey

black

SIZE – R, L

SIZE – R, L

SIZE – S, R

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

276734 TRAVELSTAR 28

281355 | 281356 DR. DUFFEL 70|110

red

black

pearl grey

red

black

yellow curry

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

SIZE – 70L, 110L

SIZE – 70L, 110L

SIZE – 70L, 110L

289931 | 281353 | 281354 DR. DUFFEL 20|30|40

blue dawn

yellow curry

red

sand beige

pine green

black

SIZE – 70L, 110L

SIZE – 20L, 30L, 40L

SIZE – 20L, 30L, 40L

SIZE – 20L, 30L, 40L

SIZE – 20L, 30L, 40L

SIZE – 20L, 30L, 40L

281360 DR. MINI

281358 MIMIMI

alpine green

red

black

yellow curry

rivera blue

black

SIZE – M

SIZE – M

SIZE – M

SIZE – M

SIZE – M

SIZE – M

281359 TEAM DUFFEL LIGHT

275952 ITSY BITSY 25

275972 GETAWAY 25

276015 GETAWAY 20

black

yellow curry

rivera blue

black

black

pearl grey

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE
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275991 WAIST POUCH

black

alpine green

blue

red

pearl grey

yellow curry

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

276737 THE POCKET

275992 ACCESSORY BAG BRS 275994 ACCESSORY 500D BAG

black

black

black

yellow curry

blue

red

ONE SIZE

SIZE – M, L

SIZE – M

SIZE – L

SIZE – L

SIZE – L

276736 ACCESSORY DBY BAG

alpine green

black

blue

red

pearl grey

yellow curry

SIZE – L

SIZE – L

SIZE – M

SIZE – M

SIZE – M

SIZE – M
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E V E R Y D AY
289932 DR. TRACKMAN 25

289933 PACK IT 16

sand beige

red dahlia

black

black

yellow curry art

red dahlia art

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

289934 PACK IT 24

289935 PACK IT 32

rivera blue

black

chive green

red dahlia art

chive green

black

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

281361 UNDERCOVER 26

281362 BICYCULE 15

black

yellow curry

blue dawn

black

yellow curry

blue

SIZE – R

SIZE – R

SIZE – R

SIZE – R

SIZE – R

SIZE – R

275954 ALLEY 18

276738 DICE 15

black

red

sand beige

pine green

yellow curry

black

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

275957 FLINTSTONE 25

275959 COVE 12

yellow curry

red

black

black

yellow curry

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE
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ACCESSORIES
289936 | 289937
DR. DUFFEL PICK&PLUCK INTERIOR 30 | 40

275981 | 275982 | 275983
CARGO BAG LITE
60 | 80 | 100

275984 | 275985 CARGO
BAG DE LUXE 60 | 90

275986 CARGO BAG
EXPEDITION 80

276006 RIPSTOP
RAINCOVER

grey

grey

grey

black

black

ONE SIZE

SIZE – 60L, 80L, 100L

SIZE – 60L, 90L

ONE SIZE

SIZE – S, M, L, XL

276007 HOODED
RAINCOVER

275999 SIDE POCKETS

275988 BIKE
PROTECTION BAG

276081 CLIPPED
SHOULDER STRAP

276004 HELMET HOLDER

276112 19MM CHEST
STRAP (10 PACK)

black

black

black

black

red

black

SIZE – M, L

SIZE – R, XL

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

276113 19MM CHEST
STRAP (10 PACK)

276114 25MM CHEST
STRAP (10 PACK)

black

black

ONE SIZE

SIZE – 75, 100, 120, 150

WORK
275924 SPECIALIST 2 PRO

orange

275961 TRACKMAN
SECURITY PRO

orange

275950 WIZARD
SECURITY PRO

orange
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3-SEASON
282972 PIOPIO SOLO

282973 | 282974 | 282975 GUAM 2 | 3 | 4

russet orange

willow bough green

willow bough green

282982 LAUGHING OWL 4

willow bough green

4-SEASON
282976 | 282977 APTERYX 2 | 3

282978 WICKIUP 3

willow bough green

282980 WICKIUP 5

282979 WICKIUP 4

willow bough green

282981 ORIOLE 3

willow bough green

5-SEASON
282983 SPIX 3

burnt orange
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willow bough green

willow bough green

TENT ACCESSORIES
286092 TARP PONCHO

283018 TARP & TIPI
240CM POLE

willow bough green

yellow sunrise

282996 ORIOLE 3 KIDSROOM

charcoal grey

289649 | 289650
UL TWISTED Y16 PEGS

289651 | 289652
UL TWISTED Y22 PEGS

yellow sunrise

yellow sunrise

282999 SET SPIX MESH POCKET

black

289653 | 289654
IRREGULAR Y24 PEGS

283016 SNOW & SAND
PEGS - 6 PEGS

yellow sunrise

yellow sunrise

282997 WICKIUP 3 HALF-SIZE INNER TENT

vapor blue

282998 WICKIUP 4 HALF-SIZE INNER TENT

vapor blue
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CHAIRS
283020 MORNINGBIRD

chive green

283021 KIWI

rivera blue

yellow curry art

red dahlia art

rivera blue

chive green

rivera blue

red dahlia art

283022 KINGFISHER

yellow curry art

red dahlia art

yellow curry art

chive green

chive green

rivera blue

red dahlia art

286010 SUNNY

yellow curry art
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D I S T R I B U T I O N

N E T WO R K

AUSTRIA

JAPAN

USA

Scott Sports AG

Barrio Co., Ltd.

Scott Sports

Niederlassung Österreich

Takagamine Kuromon-Cho

US–Salt Lake City, UT. 84109

AT–6020 Innsbruck

Kita-Ku, Kyoto, 603-8464

Tel: (800)-292-5874

Tel: +43 512 34 35 31

Tel: 0081 75-354-6604

Fax: (208)-622-1005

austria@scott-sports.at

japan@bachpacks.com

bikesupport@scottusa.com

POLAND

TAIWAN

Paker sp. z o.o.

Metroasis Co. Ltd.

BENELUX
ROBIJNS B.V.
Hornweg196c
1432 GS Aalsmeer Netherlands
Tel: 0031 (0)297-383200
benelux@bachpacks.com
CANADA
Mica Sport Canada Inc.
CA–Bracebridge, ON  P1L1P8
Tel: +1 705 646 2462
Fax: +1 705 646 2464
mica@micasport.com
www.micasport.com
CZECH REPUBLIC
Sport Port S.R.O.
CZ-251 01 Říčany
Tel: +420 777 007 403
info@sportport.cz

01-231 Warszawa

Tel: 00886-3-5575298

ul. Płocka 17 lok. 8    

taiwan@bachpacks.com

Tel. +48 22 631-82-01
www.paker.pl

INTERNATIONAL
HEADQUARTERS

SWEDEN

Scott Sports SA

Scott Sports AB

BACH Equipment

+48 577 912 856

SE–75002 Uppsala
Tel: +46 18 562800
info@scott-sports.se
www.scott-sports.com
SWITZERLAND
Scott Sports SA
Niederlassung Schweiz
CH–1762 Givisiez
Tel: +41 26 460 16 99

DENMARK

Fax: +41 26 460 16 88

Scott Sports Denmark A/S

switzerland@scott-sports.com

DK-8660 Skanderborg

UNITED KINGDOM

Tel: +45 2494 4484
denmark@scott-sports.dk
FRANCE
Scott Sports SA
Succursale France
FR-74940 Annecy le Vieux
Tel: +33 450 64 24 00
Fax: +33 450 64 24 01
france@scott-sports.com
GERMANY
Scott Sports AG
Niederlassung Deutschland
DE–85748 Garching/Hochbrück
Tel: +49 89 8987836 0
Fax: +49 89 8987836 50
scott-de@scott-sports.de
ITALY
Scott Italia Srl
IT-24021 Albino, (Bergamo)
Tel: +39 035 756 104/156/112/120
Fax: +39 035 756 122
infobike@scott-sports.it
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Scott Sports SA
Branch United Kingdom
GB–Cramlington NE23 1WL
Tel: +44 1 670 712 129
Fax: +44 1 670 712 058
info@scott-sports.uk.com  

Rte du Crochet 11
1762 Givisiez
Switzerland
Tel: +41 26 460 16 16
switzerland@bachpacks.com
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Tel: +41 (0)26 460 16 16
Fax: +41 (0)26 460 16 00
webmaster.marketing@scott-sports.com
www.scott-sports.com
www.bach-equipment.com
Authorized Representative: Beat Zaugg, Pascal Ducrot
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